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Executive Summary
This anthropologic research uses an ethnographic approach to study the
influence of the changing interrelations between NGOs and corporations on both
of their practices. Through participative observations during the RT12 and other
CSR related events and with the use of semi-structured interviews with
professionals from NGOs and CSR, information was gathered on these
interrelations.
A theoretical framework was constructed for analysing this data. The framework
consists out of 3 parts, which are described by bundles of theory. The first one
describes a development. It explains how conflict has disappeared from the NGOcorporate relationships and how the closeness between the actors has led to a
blurring of NGO-corporate categories. The influence of this phenomenon will be
studied on the two other parts which are firstly the characteristics of CSR and
secondly on effects of CSR which empower corporations. CSR can be seen as the
result of the NGOs and corporations interacting, by studying the influence on
these characteristics and effects of CSR we get to understand the functioning of
the NGO-corporate interrelations.
Through the many collaborations, dialogues and multi-stakeholder initiatives a
colleague-like feeling has developed between professionals of the NGOs and
those of the corporations. Together they are working towards goals they have
established collectively. In cases of collaboration, an entanglement of interests
can arise. This causes it to be in the interest of the NGO to keep a partner
corporation out of bad publicity due to the fact that their reputations are
entangled with each other. Another aspect of the blurring of categories is that
while NGOs become closer with corporations more distance is created between
those NGOs and other NGOs, blurring the traditional ‘sides’ to be on. The role of
the CSR manager is of importance in maintaining good relationships between the
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corporations and the NGOs. The CSR manager is often a person idealistic in
nature, with a similar background as the professionals working for NGOs. For
that reason that person makes a good mediator between NGOs and the
corporation, being able to maintain good and peaceful relations. These
developments create a situation where NGOs won’t be able to easily back out of
their collaborations in supporting corporations, even though they might have
doubts about the impact and efficacy of their position.
There is an on-going exchange of information taking place between corporations
and NGOs, not only with the collaborative NGOs but also with NGOs that have
more confrontational strategies. The information given by NGOs is regarded as
valuable input for CSR policies; the NGOs help corporations pinpoint the
wrongdoings in their own value chains and to come up with ideas for solutions.
However in the many dialogues it is not only the NGOs trying to influence
corporations but the corporations aim to influence NGOs and their strategies as
well. The following points summarize what corporations like to see differently
about NGOs: Corporations would like NGOs to communicate more positively
about their developments, they would like to have an influence on standards and
procedures used for measuring corporations’ achievements. They would also like
the NGOs not to target progressive corporations, which are already making
efforts, and lastly they aim to make the ideas of NGOs more practical and
implementable, often translated as making the solutions offered cheaper and
easier to adopt for the corporations. Dialogues therefore can be regarded as a
lobby tool for corporations, used to keep control over the situation by avoiding
being targeted by NGO campaigns while extending their influence and spreading
their ideas.
Corporations are able to have an influence over NGOs as the role of the NGO has
changed in the recent past. In the Netherlands, governmental funding for NGOs
was partly cut, which made them look for new sources of income. Besides that
many NGOs have now taken up the strategy of changing the mainstream market.
They aim to make significant changes globally by working together with the big
corporations of industry. For this strategy they have to consider the ideas and
interests of those very corporations. This has partly led to the development of a
new role for NGOs, becoming more consultative and mediative in nature.
There are limitations to what corporations are able and willing to do with CSR.
One limitation is related to costs. CSR and sustainability measures are generally
set up to serve the profitability of the company. This means that corporations
choose not to invest in sustainability when it will lead to a rise of the price of
their product. Higher prices are not wishful as they compromise the position of
the product on the market. The other limitation is related to scale, as
corporations work with volumes that are incredibly big, it takes a lot of time to
reorganize the value chains. For these reasons, CSR often entail good intentions
that don’t necessarily translate into meaningful action.
These findings are revealed again in the analysis of the RTRS (the Roundtable for
Responsible Soy). The RTRS has played an important role in putting soy issues
on the agenda. However, as this study has shown, it currently functions as a
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shelter for corporations to hide in. The RTRS aims to tackle deforestation by
creating a certification body, which guarantees that the certified soy is not
coming from recently deforested areas. In order to succeed it has to grow and
take over the entire soy market. However the demand for the certified credits is
not growing and covers less then 1% of the market. At the same time the amount
of corporate members of the RTRS keeps on growing. However many of these
members are not committed to investing money into buying the RTRS certified
credits. While the corporations use their membership to be able to say that they
are working on solutions. The NGOs that support the RTRS have doubts about
the impact and efficacy of the roundtable. However, due the many efforts that
have been put in it over the years and the colleague-like feeling that has
developed along with the creation of common goals and the entanglements of
interests, it seems unlikely that they will step out of their supportive position.
Also the many dialogues of the roundtable have made the NGOs understand the
limitations of what corporations are willing to do and are able to do. This can
make them less critical and more patient in the process.
Based on the findings of the case-study on the RTRS, the main argument of this
research is that the blurring of categories between NGOs and corporations have
led to NGOs being in a position where they are helping corporations to maintain
legitimacy for continuing their business activities. Also the blurring of categories
causes opportunities for corporations to expand their power and influence.
Although NGOs have shown to have an enriching effect on the focus and language
of CSR through their close relationships with corporations, the threat of green
washing remains because of the tendency of CSR to communicate ambitious
claims without acting accordingly.
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Introduction
Corporate social responsibility (CSR) is a growing trend in international business
and it entails the voluntary commitment of businesses to contribute to a better
society and a cleaner environment (CEC 2001 in Dahlsrud 2006)”. Nowadays CSR
does not only involve corporations but also states, international organizations
and civil society (Sahlin-Anderson,2006). The new main direction in CSR is
collaboration, international corporations partner up with NGOs (their former
enemies) claiming to tackle certain problems together (Utting,2008). This trend
has led to the creation of many multi-stakeholder initiatives and roundtables,
where corporations and NGOs work together to establish certification bodies in
order to reduce the negative impact of production chains.
However we have to ask ourselves despite the mass expansion of CSR, what has
really changed? Foreign investors in developing countries often keep on dodging
taxes, are being accused of lax health and safety standards, and cause severe
damage to local environments and communities (Sikka,2010). The establishment
of roundtables and certification has so far not brought a halt to deforestation in
the global south. At the same time CSR is a helping hand for international
corporations in getting and maintaining legitimacy for their operations
(Billio,2015;Musa,2013). The dilemma arises for NGOs, to collaborate or not to
collaborate for maximum positive impact?
This research has studied the interrelations between corporations and NGOs. It
has used an ethnographic approach to collect opinions and experiences from
professionals from both sides, on the functioning of these relationships and
about their experiences with them. Also observations have been made at arenas
where these actors come together and where they discuss their policies. The
findings described in the middle part of the thesis, chapter 2 until chapter 5 will
come back in the analysis of the case study in chapter 6. The case study entails
the corporate-NGO interactions around soy issues with a focus on the roundtable
on responsible soy (RTRS). All in all this research scrutinizes this growing
dimension of policy-making where NGOs and corporations collaborate. This field
has remained relatively untouched by the critical eye of anthropologists. What
this research adds to the already existing literature is the focus on the mutual
influence that takes place in between these actors, giving insights in how this
influence is being exerted and what is being aimed to achieve with it.
The main question this research will answer is: How do the changing
interrelations between NGOs and corporations influence both their
practices?
To be able to start answering this question, an understanding needs to be
developed of what these interrelations entail. The first sub question ‘What are
the interactions that are taking place between NGOs and corporations?’ will
start answering the main question by describing what the contact between NGOs
and corporations entails. Then as this research strategizes to look for the
perspectives of the different professionals the following sub question is
developed ‘How do NGO and CSR personnel perceive the interrelations?’. To
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be able to say something about the effects of these interrelations on their
practices, different aspects of CSR will be studied. This focus has been chosen
because CSR can be seen as the product of NGOs and corporations interacting.
The following sub question will study the influence on the characteristics of CSR
‘How have the changed interrelations influenced the limitations of CSR?’.
The focus on the limitations of CSR will make it possible to find out if any
improvements were made in CSR through the changing interrelations, making
these limitations more or less characteristic for CSR. The last sub question will
aim to find the influence of the changing interrelations on certain effects of CSR.
‘How have the changed interrelations influenced the empowering of
corporations through CSR?’. The focus on these effects of CSR can give an
insight in the benefits of these changing interrelations for corporations and will
aim to reveal how these changing interrelations might support or diminish these
effects. The specific variables for the limitations of CSR and ways to study
empowering the corporation will be further described in the theoretical
framework.
This research argues that through the blurring of categories between NGOs and
corporations, mostly caused by increased collaboration, NGOs have gotten
themselves in a position where they are helping corporations to maintain
legitimacy for continuing their business activities. This main argument will be
illustrated by describing 3 main processes which entail; Firstly the process of
blurring of categories itself, what is it and why is it happening? Secondly by
describing the current NGO-corporate interactions, which make visible a process
of mutual influencing. And thirdly this research looks at what kind of CSR policy
has been developed and what are the limitations that are being encountered
there.
CSR policy mostly consists of codes of conduct, non-binding ambitions and the
creation of annual CSR reports themed around the issue sustainability. In these
reports progress on these sustainability ambitions is being reported
(Utting,2008). All the voluntary initiatives or developments corporations
undertake to contribute to a better society and cleaner environment will be
categorized under the term CSR policy in this research. Although CSR policy
reports suggest transparency it is often difficult to see how far these CSR policies
and ambitions have been implemented in the corporation’s activities. Within
some corporations CSR is almost a separate entity of the corporation within
others the CSR commitments have been implemented in the working structure of
the corporation. Corporations all give their own flavour to CSR and decide for
themselves how far reaching these ambitions will be and how much time they
will take to implement them.
This research focuses on the CSR policy issues around soy. Soy is one of the
world’s most critical 15 commodities (Schulmeister,2015). The growing demand
for meat and dairy products worldwide has a direct influence on the demand for
soy, as it is currently the most widely used source for animal feed. 75% of the soy
produced in the world is being processed to feed (De Nederlandse Soja
Coalitie,2017). This expanding demand for soy is a critical driver for
deforestation in South America, besides that the soy industry has been famous
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for its irresponsible use of pesticides and its slavery-like working conditions
(Schulmeister,2015). Soy has been a key issue for organizations worldwide to
work on in order to improve these conditions in the soy industry and to reduce
the impact on deforestation.
However soy is said to be a very difficult commodity as it hard to implement
sustainable improvements through the value chain. A main cause for this is that
soy that goes into the animal feed is invisible in the final product that reaches the
customers. Customers might care for animal welfare creating a certain demand,
but to think about the source of the feed that is fed to the animals is an extra step
in consumer awareness which is not yet a commonly taken one. Thus on a
worldwide scale, customer awareness on this issue is relatively low and the
pressure exerted by customers is less then with other critical commodities
(Schulmeister,2015).
In the Netherlands the first concerns around soy got attention with the
establishment of the Dutch Soy Coalition in 2004. Different environmental and
development NGOs in the Netherlands gathered strengths in this coalition.
Organizations that are currently still part of the coalition are Both Ends, WNF,
Wetlands, IUCN, Natuur&Milieu, Milieudefensie and Solidaridad. This soy
coalition lobbies for solutions, talks to supermarkets and other corporations, and
supports violated communities and small soy producers in the producing
countries (De Nederlandse Soja Coalitie,2017). The NGOs in the coalition adhere
different strategies, some work with corporations to make the production more
sustainable others aim to diminish the use of soy while a third line of strategy is
on finding alternatives for soy. While some work closely together with
corporations from the industry others choose to keep a more critical position as
an outsider. The aim of the coalition is to, despite these different strategies,
present themselves collectively and form one voice towards governments and
corporations.
In 2006 the first Roundtable on responsible soy (RTRS) took place as an
initiative of WWF. Here producers, traders and civil society organisations came
together to set up a dialogue about raising standards on agricultural practices,
labour and respecting the environment (About RTRS,2017). A responsible soy
certification body was created with the aim to take over the global soy market.
The RTRS conferences take place on an on annual basis (About RTRS,2017).
Many important global actors show their support for the RTRS by becoming a
member or by joining the conference. Some of the biggest actors in soy spread
from all over the value chain have become members of the RTRS, for example
Cargill, Amaggi, BasF, Unilever, Aholddelhaize and the Rabobank(Members
RTRS,2015). The Dutch government is a great support in driving the demands
for the RTRS market. Besides being supported, the RTRS has also been criticized.
It has for instance been nominated for the Green wash award, organized by the
Belgian climate campaign group Climaxi (Corporate Europe Observatory,2012).
On 31st of May and first of June of 2017 the 12th round of the Annual conference
of the Roundtable on Responsible took place in Lille, France. Here members and
non-members, corporations, NGOs and observers came together to discuss the
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most recent developments around the RTRS. The event was named RT 12, Zero
Deforestation: Transparency and Scale. Its objectives were to bring together key
stakeholders from all across the global soy supply chain, including producers,
industry representatives, civil organizations and government officials in a
process of knowledge sharing and participatory discussions towards building
practical solutions (RTRS,2017). The two main focus themes were deforestation
and supply chain transparency. The RTRS is the only certification standard
which guarantees zero deforestation in its supply chain (RTRS,2017). For this
research, participative observation has taken place during the RT12.
What you can expect in this thesis is the following; a methodology describing the
tools and methods used for gathering the information. This will be followed by a
theoretical framework, existing out of bundles of theory, which shape the
perspective for this research. Followed by the chapters, which are structured
around the most important findings of this research.
Chapter 2 describes the process of the blurring of the NGO and corporate
categories. It illustrate that NGOs and corporations have grown towards each
other through collaborations, partnerships and multi-stakeholder initiatives. The
traditionally more hostile relationships have been replaced by a more
collaborative colleague-like understanding. The prominent role of the CSR
manager in this process will be highlighted and the process of the entanglement
of interests will come forward.
Chapter 3 explains how dialogues between NGOs and corporations form an
arena of mutual influencing. What comes forward is that NGOs have a positive
influence on the language and focus of CSR policies. The other way around, this
chapter also reveals the influence corporations aim to have on NGOs through
their dialogues and regular personal contacts.
After that in Chapter 4 it will be explained why corporations are able to have an
influence on NGOs. NGOs have chosen the strategy to focus on changing the
mainstream markets and therefore want to work closely to the corporations,
taking into consideration their ideas and interests. This has partly led to the
development of a new role for the NGO a more consultative and mediative role.
Chapter 5 brings forward the limitations of CSR and sustainability developments
at multinational corporations. Corporate professionals have explained the
limitations of costs and of scale. Also it is explained that CSR and sustainability
are always set up to serve the profitability of the company, and therefore tend to
contain more well communicated commitments then real action.
Chapter 6 brings all these developments described in the previous chapters
forward in the analysis of the case study. In the case of the RTRS these
developments have lead to a stagnating situation. It shows how NGOs can get
caught up with the ideas and interests of the corporations resulting into work,
which does not serve its original purpose anymore. Followed by the concluding
chapter, where the main findings on the influence of the blurring of categories
will be summarized, mainly arguing that it can lead to NGOs being in a position
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where they are stuck in a supportive position towards corporations in that way
increasing their legitimacy.

Methodology
This anthropologic research has been performed using an ethnographic
approach. In that way being able to capture the NGO and CSR professionals’
perspectives and ideas on CSR and collaborations. By collecting the personal
perspectives and experiences of the professionals working in and on CSR, it can
be found what is happening in the policymaking processes around CSR.
Ethnography offers tools, which are suited to experience and observe CSR and
the concerning interrelations in that way being able to add another dimension to
understanding the situation.
The methods used in this research are participatory observation, unstructured
conversational exchanges, semi-structured interviews and review of written
documents. Next to that academic literature has been used to construct a
theoretical framework. The first two methods of observation have been useful
because they can make information visible, which is not actively being
communicated by the research subjects. By performing participatory
observation I have been able to speak to many professionals and have been able
to observe them in formal and informal situations. This gave many insights about
the relationships between corporate and NGO professionals. During
unstructured conversational exchanges some interesting, sometimes suspicious
things have been said to me. This gave me input for forming certain questions on
these issues during the interviews. The semi-structured interviews have served
to capture the many different perspectives and experiences on and about the
interrelations between corporations and NGOs. For preparing these interviews I
have reviewed written documents such as CSR and NGO reports. Review of
written documents has also been necessary during the analysis of the case study.
I have interviewed 21 professionals for this research, 11 of them working for
NGOs and 10 of them working for CSR or sustainability departments of
multinational corporations. Some of the NGOs my respondents are or have been
working for are WWF, Milieudefensie, Solidaridad Network, Bothends,
Greenpeace and Natuur&Milieu. The corporate respondents I have spoken to
work or have been working for example at AholdDelhaize, Rabobank, Unilever,
Agrifirm, ASDA and Nutreco. Except for two of my respondents, all of them were
active around the topic of food which all had linkages to soy. I was positively
surprised by the positive response on my interview requests; only a few
organisations have decided not to reply to my email in that way declining the
interview. I made use of the snowball technique where often after the interview I
would ask the respondent for contacts of other possible respondents. Also I have
met and established first contact with some of my respondents during the multisited fieldwork.
I spoke to my interview respondents mostly in person, but also by Skype and by
phone. The shortest interview took 30 minutes, the longest took 80 minutes, but
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most of the interviews took exactly one hour. For each respondent I prepared
with reading policy documents of that organization and prepared an unique set
of questions. These interviews were semi-structured where I would often let go
of the set of questions and go deeper into the information the respondents had to
share. However several main questions came back in almost every interview. I
often tried to get invited to the working space of the concerning professional
being able to experience their working surroundings. I recorded all of my
interviews but that mostly didn’t seem to influence the conversations. In some
interviews I mentioned that I guaranteed the anonymity of the respondent,
during other interviews I forgot to do this or mentioned it at the end.
Entering these interview situations I often felt more related and comfortable to
speak to the NGO respondents then to the corporate ones due to my own
background and working experiences. However soon I noticed that the quality of
personal contact and the openness of the respondent was not necessarily related
to the sort of organisation it was or has been working for. For example I doubted
if corporate professionals would be open to my interview request, then I found
they were often quite keen to speak to me. However sometimes it did feel like
they had an agenda of their own and were keen to speak to me on certain issues
in particular. At the NGOs side I was surprised to sometimes find closedmindedness about the thinking on interrelations, where they were not
comfortable thinking of and speaking about how corporations could potentially
influence their policies. In this case I would have expected a more critical
perspective on the situation.
During the interviews I often used in-direct questioning in order to attain
information without getting the respondents in a wary state. In this way I was
hoping to get honest answers, which would be more valuable then socially
desirable answers. For example by asking ‘What was the most successful
collaboration that you have experienced?’ I aimed to find out what the biggest
benefits were a NGO could get out of collaborations. I also noticed that asking
corporations how they would like to influence NGOs did not always give the most
interesting answers. Instead it worked well to listen to complaints about NGOs
instead. For example I would ask: How do you experience working with NGOs?
Sometimes followed by: What is satisfying about it, and what makes it
frustrating? This resulted in a list of complaints, which can very well be used to
think of in what way corporations would wish to influence NGOs. However also
very often direct and open questioning led to interesting and satisfying results.
In the end I have performed participatory observations at 8 different events at 7
different locations. My key-observations took place during the RT12, a
conference hosted by the RTRS on the RTRS that took place on the 31st of May in
first of June 2017, in Lille, France. Most of the other events I visited I found on
the agenda of MVO Nederland (CSR Netherlands), which seemed to have a
complete overview of the CSR events happening in the Netherlands. With MVO
Nederland I was also in contact about my research and they have granted me
free access to some of their events. To name a few of the events I visited:
‘Networking event Agrifood Futureproof’ organized by MVO Nederland, ‘The
future of CSR’ a presentation for CSR professionals on the current and future
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trends in CSR (organised by Vermeulen en Heshof) and the ‘Henk van Luijk
lecture on business ethics’ organized by MVO Nederland and Neyenrode
business university. What needs to be kept in mind is that MVO Nederland aims
to work with leaders in CSR, so it is possible that through these events I have
visited and observed CSR developments, which were not necessarily
representative for all companies. Two other events where I observed and
participated were gatherings organized by Milieudefensie for the ‘Trade without
borders award’, a campaign that with the help of volunteers targets
multinational corporations.
I’ve been happy about the cooperation of the event organizers who in many
cases would let me visit the events for free where otherwise exclusive fees would
have to be paid. I have experienced many exciting moments travelling the
country to visit these events I would not usually go to and speaking to persons I
would not normally speak to. Sometimes it has been challenging and
uncomfortable to introduce myself into certain situations. For example I had a
hard time approaching a professional from Bayer who was constantly in
conversation with two other suited man. Even though I joined the circle and
noticed their conversation was not particularly interesting or important, they
would not ask me anything or give me the space to speak. Thus I had to
sometimes put aside the modest and shy part of myself in order to speak up and
demand attention to be able to explain about my research and approach the
people I wanted to speak. The encounters I had at these events gave me
interesting insights and inspiration for my research.
Because the fieldwork was multi-sited, it took place at many different locations
and was spread over different days over several months, it is called ‘step-in-stepout’ ethnography by Madden (2010). He describes how research like this gets
done more often nowadays when ethnographers perform research closer to their
own natal society. Likewise as he describes, I just performed ethnographic
research sometimes only part of the day meaning during a CSR related event.
However the strategies and instrumentalities of being with people essentially
stay the same as with long-term or co-residential ethnography. “The
ethnographer wants to get as close to the participants as they can in the time
given, and yet maintain their critical ethnographic position (Madden,2010).”
All the fieldwork and interviews performed were related as much as possible to
the case-study of the NGO-corporate interactions around soy issues. Many of the
NGO respondents I have interviewed were a member of the Dutch Soy coalition
and some of them a member of the RTRS as well. Likely most of the corporate
respondents I have spoken to were members of the RTRS. The interviews always
started with more general questions on CSR or NGO strategies, leading to
question about NGO-corporate collaborations and were always ending in specific
questions about their experiences with the RTRS. Although the first people I
spoke to and events I visited had no linkage with soy, the presence of soy in the
fieldwork become more present towards the RT12. In the last few interviews I
shared my ideas on the RTRS with the respondents so that they could confirm
and or elaborate on my findings. During the writing process of this research I
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aimed to use and reflect all the findings of this research in the analysis of the
RTRS.
For the ethnographer research is a whole of body experience. During the
participant observations an observer is both within and outside of the research
process; she or he is both a researcher and a research tool. For that is it is of
importance to be reflexive, to understand and manage their influence on the
research process (Madden,2010). Therefore I would like to explain a bit about
my own background as a researcher. Before starting this thesis I have worked for
an NGO called Milieudefensie (FoE Netherlands) as an intern, there I was actively
campaigning against TTIP and CETA, a new genre of free-trade agreements
which aim to restructure trade rules to make them more suited for multinational
corporations. This inclines that I have taken upon a critical perspective on
corporations and how they aim to reorganize society to their needs.
This critical view has sparked my interest for this topic and helped me to design
this research and set up the theoretical framework. During the fieldwork
however I was not actively taking upon this critical perspective. I was able to
open up to all the different perspectives and aimed to develop a broad and
nuanced vision upon the concerning developments. One the one hand it was
difficult to stay critical and not fully take over the enthusiasm for the CSR
developments that were presented. The events I visited often left me excited and
hopeful. Corporate representatives spoke ambitious words at these events and I
got bedazzled with many beautiful terms and sayings. On the other hand CSR
professionals have given me transparent answers about the limited possibilities
within CSR. I realized that was a great discrepancy between what CSR
professionals spoke about during their CSR events and the reality of being a
multinational food corporation in a global value chain. In the end, the
perspective shaped in the theoretical framework has helped me to analyse my
data and to find a focus in my arguments. In the end I think my background has
not been a weakness of this research but a necessity, as it was needed to develop
a critical perspective and to set up this research. After the dive into the world of
CSR it also helped me to take a step back again in order to be able analyse my
experiences and data critically.

Chapter 1. Theoretical Framework
This part of the thesis will start answering the research questions with the use of
academic literature while making visible the gaps that remain within the
knowledge. It will provide a conceptual framework, which will be used to give
direction to the research and will form the basis for analysing the information
gathered during the fieldwork.
The theoretical framework exists out of three sections, three bundles of
literature and theories which all represent a certain aspect or development. The
first section describes the changing interrelations between NGOs and
corporations, where it will come forward that the NGO-corporate categories are
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blurring. With the use of academic literature it will be explained how the
character of the NGOs and corporations have changed over time and how
conflictive relationships have made space for collaborative ones (Utting,2008
and Burchell,2012). This process has not only led to these actors coming closer
to each other but has also led to them becoming more alike (Djama and Daviron,
2012). This research will analyse this new phenomenon of the blurring NGOcorporate categories and takes it as a starting point to discover its influence on
the limitations of CSR and CSR empowering the corporations.
The second section will describe the limitations of CSR. It contains a bundle of
critical literature, which describes characteristics of CSR. These specific
characteristics can be perceived as weaknesses. They cause CSR to be ineffective
in transforming the corporation in such a way that it will reduce its negative
impact on the environment, local communities and society as a whole. The
weaknesses cover three areas of CSR, the language it speaks – monolingualism
(Moricau and Geurillot,2012), the discrepancy between what is being said and
what is being done, in other words green washing (Siano et al,2016) and the
focus of the policies that are being implemented – only ‘doing good’ instead of
avoiding bad(Lin-hi and Muller,2013). The influence on these limitations of CSR
will be studied to find if the blurring of NGO-corporate categories has brought
improvement to the quality of CSR, making these characteristics less
representative.
CSR empowering the corporations is the name of the third section of this
chapter. It also contains a bundle of literature, which describes certain effects of
CSR. The authors of that literature are anthropologists who have critically
studied what CSR really does besides what it promises to do. These effects can
also be seen as reasons for corporations to adopt these kinds of policies. Billio
(2012) describes how CSR supports corporations in maintaining their legitimacy
through using it as arguments in defence against critics and claimants. Coumans
(2012) explains how by applying all the voluntary commitments corporations
are expanding their influence and striving against the implementation of stricter
rules and regulations. This bundle also contains literature from Rajak (2011) on
how CSR seems to create a consensus, which marginalizes alternative ideas and
voices. The influence on these effects will be studied in order to elaborate the
understanding on the functioning of the NGO-corporate interrelations.

The changing interrelations
To study the interrelations between NGOs and corporations we should look at
the developments these relations have undergone in the recent decades. Utting
(2008) describe how activist groups and NGO’s have started campaigning against
corporate activities in the 1970’s and 80’s. This happened due to a series of
disasters and scandals that arose related to multinational corporations’ activities
in the global south. These scandals surrounded topics like labour conditions in
mines, local communities getting stick of agro-chemicals and rapid deforestation
due to logging. These issues initiated media attention, protest and campaigns of
NGOs and activist groups against specific corporations and industries. In the
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1990’s more issues arose around child labour and sweatshops which initiated
new campaigns targeting companies such as Nike (Utting,2008). Corporations
became a common target for NGO campaigning. These pressures exerted by
them about social and environmental concerns have led to the adoption of CSR
programs by corporations (Utting,2008;Burchell,2011).
After that during the 90’s a shift took place from confrontation to collaboration.
Activism moved from ‘the barricades’ to the ‘boardrooms’ (Bendell,2004 in
Utting, 2008). Stakeholder dialogues, social learning and partnerships became
the new order of the day (Utting, 2008). This trend is still very present in current
CSR projects and policies. It has greatly altered the NGO-corporate relationships,
former enemies sat down around tables to join forces and discuss their
differences. Little research has been down about how these relationships have
exactly altered (Burchell and Cook,2012).
Djama & Daviron (2010) have described the effects of pacifying relationships
between NGOs and corporations. First they make the relevant observation that
over the recent years corporations and NGOs have become more alike. NGOs
have started to take over the managerial rationality of corporations; they have
started to manage projects in the same way as corporations do. Managerial
rationality refers to having clear goals, and the means to achieve these goals will
be chosen according to their efficiency. Also they explain how corporations have
become more like NGOs with the creation of CSR departments, employing CSR
professionals and by adopting ethical ambitions.
Besides NGOs and corporations becoming more alike, Djama and Daviron (2010)
describe how in their collaborations there are signs of the changing
interrelations leading to de-politicization of conflicts. Which is leading to
situations where there is no conflict left. Difficult or controversial issues are
swept away in order to maintain the peaceful interrelations. Their study is on the
certification initiative of the Roundtable on sustainable palm oil (RSPO) where
NGOs and corporations attempt to work together to implicate sustainable
changes in the palm oil industry. They explain how this de-politicization and
pacification is visible in the foundation of the RSPO. The very architecture of the
standard and the operating rules were decided upon in the first meeting where
only European firms and NGOs took part. It was designed in its very nature to
pacify disputes concerning production conditions. They also explain how
decision-making in this body existing out of NGOs and corporations is based on
the technology of consensus. Decision-making of consensus in this case becomes
a means of imposing a certain reality where critical issues that can lead to
dispute are forced to get side-lined into smaller commissions. In these
commissions the focus is on practical and short-term solutions, which makes
there is no room for complexity and scientific knowledge. Thus Djama and
Daviron (2010) argue that through this pacification of relationships, NGOs have
gotten in positions where they have become part of a system, where they are
forced to take upon a certain reality and where there is no place for political
discussions, science or any other information which can lead to disputes.
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Thus, CSR has been initiated by conflictive campaigns of NGOs and activist
groups however nowadays the conflict has disappeared making space for close
collaborations between NGOs and corporations. This research aims to study the
implications of these new developments.

The limitations of CSR
The first focus area of this research is on how the blurring of categories
influences the limitations of CSR. This section bundle some of the literature on
the limitations of current CSR. It contains critical research of anthropologists and
other social scientists, which have studied CSR policies. By using the more
critical literature the flaws and weaknesses of CSR policy become visible which
make a good ground for studying changes or possible improvements in CSR. This
literature gives suggestions on how to see CSR, looking through shallow layers of
communication. This bundle consists from three concepts, which are
monolingualism, green washing and ‘doing good’.
Moricau and Geurillot (2012) have studied the language of CSR. They explain
how CSR has become a form of story telling and a language on its own. It is a
monotonous, repeated story, one where there is no recognition for historical,
cultural and relational aspects of situations. Returning elements in CSR stories
are the ‘the generous corporation’ which plays a heroic role and the ‘population
in need’. For local communities this language is the langue of ‘the other’, it is not
developed for them to understand. The language has developed to benefit the
corporation itself while giving aid. This is supported by the use of numbers. The
quantitative side of accountability is very present in this language; all actions are
accounted for in numbers. Another important feature of this CSR language is
that certain topics are not discussed at all (Moricau and Geurillot,2012).
Examples of such off limits topics are tax avoidance, the so-called race to the
bottom, lobbying, squeezing prices and subcontracting workers (Utting,2008).
Another critical way to look at CSR presented in this subchapter is to look at it as
green washing. Siano et al (2016) have made some interesting new discoveries
about CSR and green washing when researching the Volkswagen scandal. They
have discovered a third new type of green washing. The first two already known
types are decoupling and attention deflection. Decoupling refers to the act of
claiming to fulfil stakeholders’ expectations without actually making any changes
in policy and practices. This often happens when companies promote ambitious
sustainability projects without the support of an adequate department, which is
able to carry it out. Decoupling fits in ‘symbolic management’ and is a form of
impression management where empty green claims and policies are made. One
specific form of symbolic management is the “sin of fibbing” where corporations
are pooling voluntary programs and initiatives promoted by NGOs, improving
their image as sustainable companies although no changes take place in
organizational policies. The second form of green washing is attention deflection,
which refers to the act of hiding unethical business practices with
communication initiatives such as selective and inaccurate disclosure,
incomplete comparisons and vague or irrelevant statements. Attention deflection
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also includes misleading written texts and or visual imagery also referring to
dubious certification and self-declared eco-labels.
These two forms of green washing, decoupling and attention deflection both
focus on what firms are not doing, hiding this by separating communication from
action. The third new form of green washing they discovered explains how firms
can be affected by green washing and how their internal operations may change
over time by it. Siano et al. (2016) called this deceptive manipulation and it is
created by the willingness to conform to CSR expectations. These expectations
have arisen in employees and customers, because of the corporation constantly
communicating CSR internally and externally. In this way Volkswagen had
created an incentive to be involved in unethical processes. Volkswagen was
accused not only of making false sustainability claims but also intentional
manipulation of the products, through addition of certain software, in order to
circumvent US anti-smog standards. Thus this type of green washing goes
beyond false communication, being deceptive manipulation.
Academics of business management have also looked critically at the kind of CSR
that has been developed. Lin-Hi and Muller (2013) have found how corporations
prefer to focus on doing good things instead of avoiding their own
irresponsibilities. They describe a two-fold categorization namely doing good
and avoiding bad. Corporations show a strong preference to CSR of the first
category. The authors ascribe several reasons to this; firstly ‘doing good’ simply
has a greater attractiveness then avoiding bad. By doing good a corporation can
improve its image as being friendly and generous to society. In this way
corporations can over-fulfil their societal expectations by for example building
schools and feeding hungry children creating a visible effect on public relations.
Avoiding the bad however focuses on those issues that might have been taken for
granted to happen correctly. Corporations might violate general laws and human
rights and they will not like to put attention this. Next to that avoiding the bad,
which also includes compensative duties can be very costly. It is a lot easier and
cheaper to set up a do-good project then to make substantial changes within the
company’s activities.
Lin-Hi and Muller however highlight the importance of avoiding the bad for
proper CSR because of the positive-negative asymmetry effect. Research has
shown that negative information has a stronger effect on the perceived CSR then
positive information (Minor and Morgan 2011 in Lin-Hi and Muller 2013). Thus
‘doing good’ will never have a very positive effect on the perceived CSR when the
bad is not avoided. However according to the authors this has been greatly
neglected by scholars and corporations and many corporations nowadays are
positioned well in doing good but fail to avoid corporate irresponsibility.
These three characteristics of CSR cover three different aspects.
Monoglingualism studies the language that is spoken within CSR, green washing
is about the discrepancy between what is being said and what is being done
while ‘doing-good’ and avoiding irresponsibilities look at the kind of policies and
projects that are actually being exerted. These three concepts that capture the
three characteristics can be used to analyse how the blurring of categories has
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influenced the limitations of CSR. Has the closeness between NGOs and
corporations led to the broadening of what is possible within CSR making these
concepts less characteristic for CSR? Or have NGOs been drawn into these
limitations possibly copying these kinds of characteristics for their policies?

CSR empowering corporations
The second focus of this research is on how the changed interrelations influence
certain effects of CSR. This section entails ideas and observations on how CSR
empowers corporations. There are three effects described in this section of how
this process of empowering corporations is taking place. Firstly CSR can give
corporations legitimacy for their activities. Secondly, corporations are able to
avoid stricter rules and regulations through expanding CSR and thirdly,
alternative visions and voices can be marginalized through CSR. These effects
can be perceived as desirable for corporations however they might not be
desired by NGOs. Thus it becomes of relevance to study how the blurring of NGOcorporate categories influences these processes.
Billio (2015), Dolan and Rajak (2016) explained how through CSR corporations
are able to get their legitimacy for existing and continuing business. They explain
how for example in Ecuador the oil companies have to deal with many forms of
protest from the local communities. Them continuing their business is a
controversial issue. CSR helps them to attain this highly contested legitimacy.
They use their CSR projects and policies as arguments in the fights against critics
and claimants. In this way they are able to avoid real social obligations through
presenting the initiatives they have taken voluntarily. All these insights together
show a fundamental contradiction in CSR, as it gives corporations the capacity to
simultaneously assert and displace responsibility (Dolan and Rajak,2016)
Coumans (2011) mentions the strong growing support among corporations and
industries for self-regulatory CSR measures and the equally strong resistance
towards increased regulation. This increased regulation would include better
access to legal measurements for those affected by corporate activities and
measures with respect to home country regulatory measures that would pertain
to the activities of corporations overseas. She mentions that one strategy of
transnational corporations to avoid stricter accountability measures is to apply
the ever- increasing array of voluntary codes and standards. By their pro-active
approach corporations try to show their willingness to bring improvements
without being forced to legally implement them. Coumans (2011) also mentions
how corporations have been able to use CSR to meet their own ends, as it does
increase the corporation’s power and influence. Corporations are the prime
decision makers in CSR, they are the ones that decide which set of standards they
apply and are able to pick one that fits the interests of the company.
Rajak (2011) has also recognized a particular form of storytelling, similar to
monoglingualism. She explains how corporations are always presenting
themselves as ‘integrity warriors’ taking on the collective responsibility to ‘do
good’ in the world. However she goes further into the topic looking at what this
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language inflicts. She found that CSR made it possible for corporations to sideline
critical voices and to colonize the language and in some sense the identity of
critical stakeholders. In one way, by partnering up with the critical voices but
also by multinationals using the very same language and concepts that are used
by activists. Codes of conduct and policy documents produced are likewise for
firms, NGOs and consulting firms, creating a process of mutual legitimization
(Rajak,2011). Thus she argues that with its collaborative approach, CSR creates a
seemingly consensus which marginalizes critique or alternative visions. To the
corporations critique against them appears as a denial of the collective
responsibility that the corporations have taken up and are striving for. They put
themselves above the fray, ending partisanships to these organizations
(Rajak,2011).
These three developments illustrate important consequences of CSR, which are
not immediately visible. They cover long-term effects, which are of importance to
reflect upon when studying CSR dynamics. For my research I wish to take this as
a second focus area, finding out how the changed interrelations between NGOs
and corporates are influencing these processes. Do NGOs through their
collaborations support the process of empowering and legitimizing
corporations? Or do they somehow weaken and soften these effects of CSR?

The framework
This framework thus facilitates the study of the influence of the changing
interrelations between NGOs and corporations on the limitations of CSR and on
CSR empowering corporations. The concepts within the framework are variables
that can be studied to find in what ways the influence has changed them. All in
all, this framework gives a scope and direction for analysing the information
from the fieldwork.

Figure 1.
The theoretical framework
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Chapter 2. The blurring of categories between corporations
and NGOs
This chapter will illustrate that NGOs and corporations have grown
towards each other through collaborations, partnerships and multistakeholder initiatives. The traditionally more hostile relationships have
given place for a more collaborative colleague-like understanding. The
prominent role of the CSR manager in this process will be highlighted. He
or she facilitates the contact with the NGOs and creates a time and space for
NGOs to give their critique. CSR managers can be said to be similar to the
people working at NGOs to a certain extent and therefore they make
suitable mediators. While these NGOs and corporations have moved closer
towards each other, a tension has arisen between these NGOs and other
NGOs using different strategies which causes a further blurring of the
traditional categories.

Trans-organizational colleagues
“There is no side, we are all on the same side. We need to solve this together”
Opening speech Director WWF at RT12, 2017
During my observations I noticed that it was impossible to distinguish the people
working for NGOs from the people working for corporations. They all mingled
very well, greeting each other as old friends and calling each other by the first
name. They dressed and behaved similarly. As foreign trips are common for
these professionals they meet each other often around the world at different
multi-stakeholder initiatives. It was explained to me by the participants of the
RTRS conference, that the world of soy and sustainability is small, thus everyone
knows each other. The way my corporate and NGO respondents communicate
about each other is illustrative for their relationships. “Let me think who would be
approachable for you… Ben will probably be up for it, I’ll give you his contacts… Or
maybe Jaap, I am going to see him later on today.” – NGO professional during
interview. This way of communicating shows that collaborative NGOs and
corporations have had sufficient common working experiences to form warm
personal contacts, which excludes the more traditional feelings of fear and
hostility between the different parties.
These multi-stakeholder initiatives seem to be shaped to support that collective
peaceful feeling, as is illustrated by the following observation: “After entering the
conference building we line up for the registration. We all get a card around our
neck, a name tag with only our name and our country on it and the RT12 logo.
‘Interesting we only have countries on our nametags’, a woman in line says in a
laughing manner to her colleague”…… “The conference room is filled with 20 big
roundtables, we are free to take place wherever we like. The roundtables give a
sense of equality; there are no separate special places reserved.” - Observation first
day RT12, Lille. The fact that the organization or type of organization is not
mentioned on the nametag together with the use of roundtables facilitates
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communication between all participants and creates a certain equality, which
prevents a corporate-NGO duality.
Some corporations have sourced their CSR personnel from NGOs often attracting
them with a perspective of making substantial impact for sustainability.
Corporate sustainability employees that I have spoken to have always used the
word ‘impact’ for describing what they like about their position. CSR personnel
that have made the shift from NGO to corporate often refer to the directness and
width of the impact they have in their new positions. As a young professional
explains: “As an NGO you are really trying to influence companies among other
actors to make changes but I felt like I wasn’t having enough impact. But within my
corporation I can literally make a decision that can result into change.” Another
lady who has made the shift from NGO to corporate explains: “I work at such a
huge international company, if we just change something really small, the impact
that has in the world is enormous.” Although there is a growing demand for
corporate experienced people at NGOs as well it is hard to source people the
other way around, it does happen but not as regularly as the other way around.
A young corporate sustainability professional explained to me that the problem
here is the huge pay cut that would come with the shift. This all means that there
are similar kinds of people working at certain NGOs and CSR departments of
corporations, often having followed the same kind of studies. “I do meet people
from my studies, a girl from my year she works at CSR at Ahold now.” – NGO
campaigner. Another NGO professional I’ve spoken too had studied business and
economics, which was very relevant for her NGO work. What also happens
nowadays is that corporations can hire someone from an NGO to do a certain job
within in their business. This all enforces the idea that the categories between
the different actors are being blurred. People working at NGOs and corporations
can have similar backgrounds and the jobs at the different organisations are
becoming more alike. It also gives the impression that NGOs and corporations
are working on the same goals.
NGOs and corporations working together on tackling problems through global
value chains has become a very common phenomena. These partnerships and
collaborations can be found in many different shapes and sizes. What happens
during these processes is that goals between the different organisations get
aligned and the interests of the two actors can get entangled. This process is
related to the attraction of collaborations and the dangers of collaboration for
NGOs. What was explained by an NGO respondent is that what attracts NGOs
about collaborating is the prospect of taking big steps forward together. When
NGOs and corporations have aligned their ideas that process is often followed by
collective efforts in pursuing the other actors in industry to do the same. “So not
only collaborating with companies but the further expansion in the sector is of
great importance to us. You can really achieve big things with that.” – NGO
professional. This is an example of how common goals are created through
collaborations.
The entangled interests are related to the risks for NGOs. The risks for NGOs that
come with collaborations are reputational. When the company doesn’t do
anything at all, doesn’t deliver enough efforts towards the common goals or any
scandals arise on other aspects of the corporations’ activities, the NGO gets in
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trouble as its reputation is now connected to that of the corporation. This is
illustrated by the following quote of a NGO professional: “When we have
partnerships with a supermarket we have agreements on certain commodities, but
of course they have many more products in their store… When other NGOs start
accusing our corporate partners of deforestation or other unsustainable practices
on any product, that put’s us in a difficult situation…”. Thus this process illustrates
how interests of NGOs and corporations can get entangled. As the NGOs
reputation is now linked to that one of the corporation it will be in its interest to
keep the corporation out of bad publicity.
The following respondent comes up with the metaphor of a boat to explain this
process: “If you want to change things, it is better to work together. You see it more
and more NGOs and corporations working together towards change. After a while
we are all on the same boat, then you can still row into the other direction but that
is not fruitful at all…” – Corporate professional. Thus categorizations are being
blurred even further between the two actors through this alignment and
entanglement of goals and interests.
Professionals from NGOs and corporations have often been working together for
many years. Both types of organisations are looking for the same kinds of
professionals often with similar backgrounds. They meet regularly at multistakeholder initiatives or other collaborative projects. This has resulted in the
development of personal contacts and the regular exchange of information, work
and funds resulting in a colleague-like understanding. It has also led to the
realization of common goals and the entanglement of their interests.

The CSR manager as the ‘in-house’ activist
The impact and quality of CSR that is being delivered is said to be very
dependent upon the people that work on it. Half of the corporate respondents
have mentioned the role of a certain CEO in the development of the company’s
CSR policy. It seems a CEO with a certain personal drive for change is able to
influence the course of a company. This personal drive is said to come from
different experiences such as visiting depleting rainforests, talking to
environmentalists, but also diner conversations with their families and children.
As a sustainability director has described: “It is a very important condition that
the CEO believes in it, otherwise nothing will happen. In our company the CEO has
emphasized a lot how he wants the company to become the most sustainable spices
company of the world. I think it is a very intrinsic wish that has to do with the
survival of the company. It is a about securing the commodities and the access
energy sources etc. While at the same time it is a business model, as a leader in
sustainability if you have something extra to offer your clients”. This quotation
illustrates the role of the CEO’s ambitions within a corporation while shedding a
first light on the possible motives behind it.
The first thing a convened CEO will do towards becoming more sustainable is
hiring a CSR professional. Some CSR professionals have rolled in to their jobs
from other internal positions without feeling very related to sustainability in
particular and others have been idealists from the beginning with ambitions to
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improve sustainability within the corporation. CSR managers of that last
category in some cases referred to themselves as ‘in-house activists’, “We try to
change the corporation from within.” – CSR professional.
In the past years CSR managers have taken important first steps towards
involving NGOs in the development of their policies. As is explained by a former
CSR professional: “I really reversed that thinking of NGOs being scary, and I
showed them that is better to go out and talk to NGOs and get their opinion. When I
was writing the 2010 strategy I actually took it out to NGOs and asked them what
do you think I’ve missed?” This active approach of corporations towards NGOs has
played an important part in changing the relationships. When NGOs have the
feeling they are being heard, there is no reason to keep on kicking resulting in a
pacified relationship. Another CSR manager I had spoken to felt a great deal of
support from the NGOs. She needed them to put pressure, so she could get
support for her ideas within the corporation. The NGOs needed her for
communicating their critique towards the corporations. The following quote is
characteristic for the relationship this CSR manager had with the NGOs. “NGOs
knew that I wasn’t the enemy, I was their conductor to the enemy. I felt a
connectedness and a great deal of respect from the NGOs for the work I was doing
inside of the corporation and the limitations that come with it.” - CSR professional.
Both these examples illustrate how CSR managers have started to make
constructive use of the critique by NGOs.
These CSR professionals that referred to themselves most strongly as in-house
activists were also the ones with finding difficult dilemmas in their work. They
mentioned that they would be afraid of doing their job too well, in that way
shielding the board from the NGO’s possibly well-earned critique. An example
former head of CSR gave was a campaign by an activist NGO targeting his
corporation. He had managed to cancel this campaign before it even started,
simply by talking to the NGO. When he delivered this news in the boardroom
with all the important seniors in the business they simply reacted with: ‘Oh good.
But we didn’t even know that that NGO had a problem with us’. This made him
realize that he had done his job to well in that way avoiding that the NGO critique
would reach the senior level of the business (Interview CSR professional).
In a broader sense CSR can also protect the corporation from being criticized at
all. When I asked for the motivations of corporations to actively approach the
NGOs, one common respond was out of fear for future campaigns. “By taking on
an active approach they are trying to be seen as the good guys, making sure that
your competitors will be targeted instead, because they are not having any
conversations.” – Former CSR professional. This illustrates how CSR is being
implemented to set up a shield of protection. A company that is seemingly doing
very well will be less likely to get targeted. Both cases of shielding were in the
minds of the ‘in-house’ activists and mentioned to be a frustrating aspect for
both the NGOs and these CSR professionals.
By hiring CSR professionals, corporations are moving closer towards the NGOs.
The role of certain people in these developments is said to be of substantive
importance. CEO’s have a big role to play in initiating CSR, and then the CSR
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professionals can act within the limitations that are put up by the board or CEO.
The CSR professional is often said to be an ambitious and idealistic person
sometimes referred to as the in-house activist, who has the potential to connect
to NGOs and maintain good relationships. The idealistic CSR managers
sometimes experience their work as a form shielding the business from critique
or preventing NGO critique from reaching the senior level board members.

New alliances divide the NGOs
A general division has come forward in my research and in the literature on two
kinds of NGOs. On the one hand there are the more collaborative NGOs who tend
to look for collaborations and partnerships with companies with a strong
preference for dialogue and multi-stakeholder initiatives. On the other hand
there are the more activist and or campaigning NGOs, these NGOs choose to
target certain companies or industries using conflictive strategies with the
ambition to influence their policies. Likewise, these NGOs often wish to influence
governmental policies as well. This second category of ‘campaigning’ NGOs is
often not joining multi-stakeholder initiatives and has a different approach in
dealing with corporations. Although this division is not very black and white
there seemed to a general consensus on this division according to my research
respondents.
In the soy-coalition these NGOs with different strategies unite and combine their
forces. By presenting the different NGOs as a unity with one voice they can have
a stronger influence on governments and corporations. Also “It is such a complex
dossier, so it is of importance to keep each other sharp and share information.” –
NGO professional from the Soy coalition. The soy coalition aims to achieve their
goals by focusing on 3 different strategies (in Dutch named the 3 V’s,
Verduurzamen (improve sustainability), Vervangen (replace soy), Verminderen
(decrease soy use). The soy coalition comes together 3 or 4 times a year and they
have regular exchanges of emails and information. To be seen and heard as one
voice is the power of such a coalition, however the different strategies within the
coalition have led to a tense and un-easy collaboration.
The strategies of the different NGOs are supposed to be well coordinated and
complementary to each other. However the coalition is going through a difficult
period as one of the NGOs has decided to publicly turn against the RTRS, the
multi-stakeholder initiative in which some of the other NGOs are involved. This
conflict of strategies brings about 4 different forms difficulties, which were
communicated to me by different NGOs from the coalition. Firstly the NGO that is
collaborating is being put in difficult position when their strategies and efforts
are named by other NGOs as worthless, having to explain themselves again and
again. Secondly the corporation can decide to no longer put effort into the
sustainable initiative or collaboration because it is being targeted and criticized
by other NGOs anyway. Thirdly, as there is no clear single message from the
coalition of NGOs, it becomes more difficult for governments and corporations to
decide what is right. Fourthly, the NGOs can not be open towards each other
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anymore about topics concerning the RTRS which results in less collaboration
and thus a weakened coalition.
Some of the reactions of soy coalition members:
“Sometimes I get a call from the dairy industry with them saying ‘we thought we
were doing a good job working together with you guys, and now we get this NGO
on our back telling us we are responsible for deforestation in South-America’ that
puts us in a difficult position..”- Professional of a more collaborative NGO.
“The consequences are that you can’t discuss the developments of the RTRS
together anymore. If you share sensitive information and another NGO is going to
work with that, then it gets really complicated.” – Member soy coalition
“At this moment I would say collaboration in the coalition is hard to find. Two
camps have risen within the coalition, the one that supports the RTRS, and the one
that says RTRS was a good first step but that it is not anywhere good enough. So
yeah, they blame us for communicating negatively about the RTRS, and we blame
them for declaring the RTRS holy”. – Professional campaigning NGO
“One of the difficult things is that his NGO puts a very negative message about the
RTRS in the press. Theoretically we do have an agreement, to not attack each other
in public areas. You can’t work together and at the same time say that the other is
doing it wrong.” - Member soy coalition
The conflictive strategies of NGOs and the difficulties that come with it can lead
to a hostile relationship between certain NGOs. When I was asking about the
frustrations that come up when working in a multi-stakeholder initiative such as
RTRS I got this answer from an NGO professional: “One of my frustrations is that
some action groups resist against the RTRS because they think it is not farreaching enough, that the standards aren’t strict enough, without making any
meaningful suggestions about how to do it instead. Sometimes I think that is very
annoying.” – Professional of a more collaborative NGO. So when I was referring to
frustrations that come when working with corporations, this complaint about
NGOs was brought forward. I think this shows that the soy coalition is divided
and that some of the NGOs prefer to relate and collaborate to the corporations
instead of the NGOs with conflicting strategies.
While some NGOs and corporations are getting closer to each other because of
the collective goals and strategies, it makes sense at the same time these NGOs
are moving away from other NGOs with conflictive strategies. Although all NGOs
agree on the fact that a coalition is of great importance in influencing
government and corporations, the different strategies have led to uneasy
relationships within the coalition. The NGOs have not been able to adjust to one
another and now are putting their partner NGOs in difficult positions in that way
weakening their coalition. These tense situations in between the NGOs enforce
the idea that traditional NGO-corporate boundaries are blurring.
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Managerial rationality and marginalizing alternative voices
The process of the entanglement of interests, which comes with the blurring of
NGO-corporate categories, which is described in this chapter is an addition to the
academic literature on managerial rationality. It describes an aspect, which
pushes corporations into this rationality. Djama and Daviron (2010) have
described how through the adoption of managerial rationality the NGOs have
become more similar to the corporations. A managerial rationality inclines that
in an organization the management itself becomes a central objective. The
entanglement of interests drives this managerial rationality as it makes NGOs
choose certain means, which are not directly aimed at achieving their goals.
“Yes I’ve noticed that more often.. that NGO (A) wanted to start that
campaign on pesticides, while NGO (B) and the retail company were in
collaboration. NGO (B) then tried to keep the retail company out of bad
weather while the company had actually scored the worst. They (NGO B)
tried to get the corporation to a better position.”
- Campaigning NGO professional
Like illustrated by the quote above, NGOs sometimes have to take upon
strategies where they are no longer pushing corporations but are protecting
them from reputation damage. The goals and means get separated, as the NGOs
goals might still be to push the corporations but the means to do so include
protecting the corporation from bad publicity. Thus although keeping the
corporation out of bad publicity is not directly fulfilling the NGO’s goal it is a way
of implementing means to manage the organisation and its relationships, in that
way being able to continue working on the goals.
The findings of this research on the division that has come to existence in the soy
coalition can be very well related to Rajak’s (2011) research. She analyses how
collaborations in CSR are marginalizing alternative voices. Her research and the
findings on the soy coalition both entail the process of more space coming in
between some NGOs and others due to some NGOs getting closer to the
corporations. In Rajak’s research this leads to the marginalization of those other
NGOs, their ideas and visions. However I think her conclusion is not applicable in
the case of the soy coalition. In the soy case the alternative voices can be
regarded as the ‘outsider’ NGOs, the ones not supporting the RTRS
collaborations. Although corporations and their collaborative NGO partners in
the RTRS might try to marginalize the opinions of the outsider NGOs, this battle
has not been won. It could very well be that the battle for public opinion is going
to be won by the NGOs criticizing the RTRS, as until now RTRS has not yet been
able to convince the public of their efficacy. Thus the blurring of the NGOcorporate categories can also result in the voice of the collaborative NGOs being
taken less seriously because they are so closely linked to the corporations and it
can lead to the voice of ‘the other NGOs’ being taken more serious as it might be
regarded more independently organized.
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This chapter has illustrated how in different ways NGOs and corporations have
moved closer towards each other. The CSR efforts of corporations and the
subsequent years of joined efforts with the NGOs have created a colleague-like
understanding. Collaborations have led to the development of common goals. At
the same time interests have gotten entangled through the fact that the
reputations of the NGOs and corporations’ are now linked. When a scandal arises
about a corporation, which is collaborating with an NGO, then it is damaging for
both the organizations’ reputations. Likewise, if an NGO loses the trust of the
public somehow, that will influence the collaborating corporations reputation.
All these developments together have created a dependency between these
organizations, which makes that none of the organizations will easily give up on
a collaborative project.

Chapter 3. Dialogue as an arena of mutual influencing
This chapter will be dedicated to the interrelations between NGOs and CSR.
Dialogues between corporations and collaborative as well as campaigning
NGOs take place on a regular basis. NGOs have an on-going influence on the
CSR policy of multinational corporations. However what will come forward
in this chapter is that through dialogue corporations aim to influence the
NGOs’ policies as well. Through regular contact, personal relations and by
giving informational input, corporations are able to have a direct influence
on campaigns of NGOs. Finally this chapter will aim to expose what
corporations would like to change about the NGO’s work.

An on-going exchange of information
NGOs and corporations have conversations on a regular basis. It has become the
standard procedure of NGOs to start these conversations before starting any
form of public campaigning. A campaigner from an NGO explains why they
always do this: “It’s an ethical thing, we always want to give the corporations an
opportunity to change before we start the naming and shaming process.” With this
quote she affirms that it is standard procedure for NGOs to start these kinds of
conversations also it shows how it has kind of become a must, a form of expected
courtesy. From the corporate side there is often a wish as well to speak to all the
relevant NGOs, preferably on a regular basis. There seems to be a certain longing
for control from both sides, which forms the basis of these talks. “The big NGOs
that decide upon the big themes in campaigning, the 5 big ones, we like to have
regular and structural contact with them. Sometimes they come to find us, and
sometimes we go to find them..” – Corporate sustainability professional
These first conversations are said to be of exploring nature, the corporations
mostly aim to find out what it is that the NGO really wants, and the NGOs mainly
want to find out how willing the corporations are to cooperate. It is a careful
process where both parties have elaborated their strategies beforehand. The
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campaigner from the NGO explains further: “When we step into such a first
conversation we prepare a strategy beforehand. We decide on how we approach
the company, friendly or harsher from the beginning. We try to avoid having to
walk away from the conversation, as we don’t want it to escalate. The first
conversation is aimed at exploring the possibilities.” These first conversations
usually take place between around 2 delegates of the NGO and around two
delegates of the corporation, usually the CSR professional and someone from
public relations.
When contacts have been exchanged it becomes a lot easier for corporations and
NGOs to keep in touch and exchange information on a regular basis. “I think it is
useful for both sides to keep those contacts warm. We exchange information faster.
It is a lot easier to call each other when you know each other, it’s just nice.” – NGO
campaigner. The easy exchanges of information these personal contacts facilitate
seem to be experienced as pleasant by both sides. NGOs are said to be excellent
in sharing knowledge by the corporations, especially on substantive issues. But
the other way around NGOs can be frustrated with the limited amount of
information they get in return, corporates affirm: “there is always a risk of giving
away information to a third party.” –CSR professional
These relationships often take place in formal as well as informal settings, which
emphasizes most dominantly they are about the personal contact. From the
corporate side it is said: “We have a strategy that on some topics we have a lot of
regular contact, and that doesn’t have to be formal, we even prefer it to be
informal”- Head of CSR. This suggests that these contacts do not function to
improve the image of the corporation. But it seems to be more of a controlling
character, a preventive measure, which can be used as tool to exert power.
These exchanges of information are said to often lead to a good mutual informal
understanding. By speaking to the corporations NGO get to learn about the
practical reality of being part of a global value chain and the limitations
corporations encounter when wanting to implement changes. The corporations
learn about the issues the NGOs bring forward. It is not uncommon that these
issues are unknown to the corporate management before the NGOs points them
out. As a corporate sustainable supply chain manager puts it: “NGOs are the fleas
in your fur, they point out those painful issues that you were unaware off until
then.” Also corporations like to find the behind laying motives of NGOs, as
sometimes what the NGO wants is not what they communicate to the public.
“With some NGOs it is clear that we agree with the doors closed, but to the outside
world we have to profile ourselves differently because of the different interests that
are involved.” – CSR professional. When a mutual understanding is formed it can
form the basis for a more long-term relationship.
The frequency of these conversations taking place between corporations and
NGOs and the willingness of all parties to be part of it show that there is
something to get out of dialogues for both parties. It suggests that corporations
and NGOs discuss their CSR policies and campaigns with each other on a regular
basis meaning there is an on-going process of two-ways influencing taking place.
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Which suggests that CSR policies and NGO campaigns are results of compromises
made in discussions and conversations between NGOs and corporates.

CSR policy dependent on NGO input
Although the amount of influence was perceived differently by various actors
most of the respondents did perceive the influence of NGOs on corporations as
important and constant. In many cases an NGO campaign can be pointed out as
the start of a CSR project or corporate coalition around sustainability. Some
argue that all of CSR is based upon what NGOs have to say. Corporations
nowadays are very open to NGO support and critique and often invite them
reflect upon the company’s CSR policy.
“The influence NGOs have on our policies are on-going, we are constantly in
discussion about everything from micro plastics, to palm oil, pesticides,
water. You name it, whatever it is there is an NGO pushing for it.”
– Corporate Sustainability Professional
In many industries CSR is still a relatively new activity, the role of NGOs is by
many perceived as essential in the development of CSR. NGOs have done very
well in putting issues on the agenda. The following quote illustrates how an
action of an NGO has led to the creation of a common initiative where
competitors come together to work on sustainability issues.
“In 2008 there was a food NGO which had a very pushy director. He had sent all Abrand producers from our industry a letter with a list of CSR issues, demanding a
response from all companies about how they were doing on these issues with the
warning if you do not do it, I will tell the world that your competitors are doing
better then you. For me this was the motivation to get in touch with my
competitors and to collectively respond with a letter. We told him we would not
join in his blackmailing but that he should know that we were working on these
issues. That wasn’t true at the time, we were working on it but our competitors
were not. However this was the reason for us to start tackling the issues and from
that ‘The Sustainable Spice initiative’ was born where our company and our
competitors worked together on sustainability in the industry. Would it have
happened also without them, the NGO? Yes probably it would have, but later, many
years later.” – Corporate director of sustainability
This example illustrates how NGOs have been able to heat up the urgency of
topics, pushing corporations towards the first steps to do something about it. In
this case a more hostile technique was used by an NGO. More often this kind of
conflictive/hostile campaigns has led to corporations starting to take CSR
measures. It is form reactive CSR where issue management takes on a more
preventive approach. The career path of the following lady illustrates how
companies go through this process:
“I started at (company name) working for the communication department, but
there were a lot of issues in the feed industry, around dioxin, cooking oil in the feed,
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but also with the breeding of salmon what we did as well. So communication
transformed to issue management, and from issue management logically we want
to corporate social responsibility. Because the best way to manage those issues, is
to manage them in advance.” – CSR professional.
CSR managers often aim to give the NGOs’ critique a place in its CSR policy in
order to move forward constructively and avoid future confrontations. “For
example we did a materiality analysis for our CSR policy, where we ask NGOs and
other important stakeholders what do they think are the important issues for us to
work on in the near future. It is interesting what came out, the topic circular
economy came up very strongly. We don’t have that yet in our CSR policy, so we are
going to work on that. That is a typical example of how NGOs, government and
companies can have an influence on our policy.” – CSR professional. A materiality
analysis is a common way of integrating NGO critique into CSR policy.
Some respondents have argued that in some corporations the whole CSR
department and policy is based upon NGOs’ critique on their activity. “We did a
big campaigning on this company, and it was clear they had this google alert. They
were searching the whole internet for what scandals NGOs have come up with,
what reports they have written and what researches have been done. It is kind of
wrong really because it makes the NGO indispensable. Companies should know
themselves what’s wrong with what they are doing but instead they are only
looking at what NGOs are saying. Somehow it is understandable, those CSR
departments are very understaffed.” – Campaigner from an NGO. The campaigner
of this quote was very experienced in targeting corporations with campaigns. It
brings in a new perspective where CSR is no more then a reaction to critique,
which implies that the development of CSR is highly dependent upon NGOs.
Some CSR managers perceived the pressure given by NGOs as a very welcome
support to their work. To get things done within the corporations a sense of
urgency needs to be created where the NGOs play their role. Although not all CSR
managers expressed their content with the work of NGOs this view of the NGOs
being necessary for the CSR work is shared. The following situation description
illustrates that, one of my respondents told me she was at a congress about food
policy where this issue was being discussed.: “‘Could we have done it without
activist groups?’ was asked to the public existing out of business people. Almost
everyone in the public raised a red card as an answer to this question meaning the
corporates were agreeing on the important role that activist groups play in getting
things done within corporations.” – Corporate sustainability director.
Thus the influence of NGOs on CSR policy seems to be regarded as of importance
often playing an importing role in initiating projects. This pressure exerted by
them is in many cases very welcomed by CSR professionals.
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What corporations wish to change about NGOs.
But, what about the other way around? Are the corporations influencing the
NGOs and if so what do they aim to change? The conversations that took place
between me and my corporate respondents often led to careful complaints about
their NGO companions. By asking about the downsides and frustrations that
come up in the collaborative processes a list of what some corporates would like
to see different from NGOs was revealed. This list of complaints can help to
understand in what way a corporation might try to influence an NGO during
dialogues, partnerships and multi-stakeholder negotiations.
“They never give us a pat on the back” a corporate sustainability spokesperson
told me with slight tears in his eyes. “They tend to always point out the things that
are going wrong, and when they finally do have something positive to say it always
goes accompanied with what still needs to be done.” There is clear longing from
corporations to get rewarded and praised for their developments around
sustainability and clearly they would be happy if the NGO could play a part in
this. This critical position of the NGO on the one hand is seen as a good thing, as
the NGOs “are keeping us at our toes”, on the other hand some think this
negativity will create demotivated kids as corporations will no longer feel
motivated to do their best as long as they won’t get rewarded for it.
“Our preference would be that everyone who complies with the agreements you put
on a stage of honour and you give them a medal or something and pop the
champagne. That would be our approach. And then the NGOs are like no, no way it
has to be self-evident that you comply with the rules and if you don’t we are going
to shame your company. We just totally do not agree with that, firstly because we
like to get a pat on our back, because we have to put a lot of effort in it, let’s be
honest about that. Secondly, you get into to the discussion of competitive
positioning.” – Corporate director of sustainability. This quote illustrates how
corporations would prefer to be complimented on good work instead of being
shamed for no good work. This suggests it is very well possible that one of the
things that corporations aim to achieve through their NGO relationships is to
establish these platforms, stages of honour where they can be rewarded for their
efforts.
At the same time it is very likely that corporations aim to avoid any kind of
shaming mechanism that could lead to negative communication about their
company. Or when there is a system of measuring, that they wish to influence the
standards in a way that their corporation scores a better position. This last point
is illustrated in the following quote of one of the corporate respondents. He
explained that the current ‘soy scorecard’, an initiative of WWF, is going into the
right direction, however the current standards are not favourable for his
corporation. On the scorecard you can see how the different corporations are
committed to responsible soy and it compares the achievements of the different
corporations. However the company he works for has not attained one of the
highest levels, about this he expresses his dissatisfaction: “….. so eventually our
score is not bad, but we think it is distorted and it should be a lot better. We think
we shouldn’t be measured on the initiatives of our feed suppliers, that’s not right.
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Not only because that is why we get a worse score but also because we think the
feed industry has a leading role to play in this transition.” – Corporate sustainable
sourcing professional. This suggests that besides corporations wanting to be
rewarded they also wish to influence the standards of measurement systems in a
way as is most beneficial for them.
Corporations often complain about the sharpness of NGO campaigns and how
they expose only one part of the truth. “It is not like it is not true what they write
in about the problems in the report. But it is such a complex issue, a lot of things
that go wrong in Indonesia have nothing to do with the company.” – Corporate
professional. An NGO respondent affirmed this strategy, for a campaign to be
effective it needs to be targeted. “Yes we got a good propaganda department, you
know that as well. NGO work is propaganda kind of.”……“Also in a lobby letter or
public article we leave away the nuance on purpose. Not the pro’s and cons but
just.. this is the truth.” – NGO professional. This complaint could refer to
companies wanting to share the more complete and complicated story to the
public, the story where they are not perceived as the bad guys. This could incline
pointing out other actors in the issue to be responsible for the issue.
Another kind of complaint, which I came across regularly, was that it is always
the corporations that are already doing something that risk to get targeted by
NGO campaigns. When a corporation has shown the willingness to change
something they often get targeted again by the same or other NGOs. The NGOs I
asked about this have affirmed this is a strategy. “The milk industry has shown
before to be progressive, it has already taken the step towards RTRS certified soy.
In this way they have shown to be leaders, because they are the only sector in the
Netherlands that has done this. That’s one reason for targeting them.” Campaigner NGO. According to the corporate professionals there are several
downsides to this, firstly it was said to be ‘unfair’, a sustainability professional
explained to me the negative effect for multinational corporations of always
being targeted. “The smaller players in the field, who together represent a
proportional part will always stay under the radar, and they get to do their things
relatively intact. This can have an impact on our business because we are al
connected through the value chain.” Another corporate respondent talked about
the demotivating effect, “As a firm you can take the next step, but think I am not
going to get extra credits for it, so let’s not do it. Or I’m going to work on it but not
communicate about it. But the last thing is bad because you take away the positive
outreach to other corporations while you want others do be inspired as well.”
However a bit further in the interview this respondent contradicts himself.
“What I think is positive, and you can write that down…. Is that those companies
that get targeted, even if they’ve done a lot already, they put so much effort in
cleaning away the dirty issues.” Thus companies would like to see the risks of
being targeted disappear, especially for those corporations that are already
working on sustainability. They would prefer NGOs to focus on the smaller
players, or competitors that have not yet shown any CSR ambitions.
The most common answer I got from corporate professionals when asking about
how they influence the NGOs was about making their ideas more practicable and
implementable. NGOs were often being accused of asking unrealistic changes, too
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far reaching or only for show. The following quotes illustrate these complaints:
“NGOs are often positioned close to the retailers and the consumer brands in their
way of thinking. We are positioned deeper into the chain. And we see that those
solutions that they bring forward are highly unpractical. Those topics they choose
to work upon are often just for show, but they don’t bring the real solution any
closer.” ….. “We try to influence their approach in the sense that we want to make it
practical and implementable. Also we try to diminish the unwanted side effects in
the value chain and the additional costs.” - CSR Professional.
This shows how the corporations perceive the influence they have on the NGOs
and how they frame their influence. By making the NGOs ideas ‘more practical
and implementable’ they wish to change it in a way it becomes more beneficial
for them. Also the following quote illustrates the influence corporations like to
have on NGOs policies referring to choosing the topics NGO work on. “Also we
like to inform their campaign a little bit because sometimes what they are asking
just isn’t realistic, and sometimes it can be really great. So also making sure that we
can influence a little bit what topics they are working on. You know that can work
sometimes, but sometimes it really doesn’t work like that.” – Corporate
sustainability professional
Corporations are mostly unhappy about the negative communication of NGOs
about them and they would like to see that evolve into a more positive line of
communication. They will aim to influence the policies of NGOs calling it ‘making
their ideas more practical and implementable’. Also corporations will most likely
put their efforts in making sure that they will not be the ones being targeted in
campaigns, doing this by making the NGOs focus on competitors or by making
sure the topics NGOs work on are not a threat to them.

Building NGO relationships as a lobby strategy
The actual influence corporations are having on NGOs is perceived in different
ways. For some it is more then logical that these dialogues are an arena of
mutual influence, as they function to negotiate compromised solutions. Others
fiercely deny that the corporation has any kind of influence on an NGO, and
emphasize that it is the other way around that the influence is taking place. What
is clear is that corporations wish to have an influence through these
relationships, which suggests that the relationships with NGOs can be seen as a
tool for lobby. Corporations can use these tools to extend their influence,
likewise as they do with influencing governmental policies. One of the
respondents explained that in his company there is a department, which deals
with all communication with NGOs and governments, this department was called
‘global advocacy’. This information affirms that corporations perceive their
relationships with NGOs as a form of advocacy thus trying to expand their
influence and implementation of their ideas.
About the influence corporations have on NGOs:
1. “It is very hard to prove, but off course you influence each other because by
working with corporations you start to understand how they work and where the
possibilities lie to change things together. Sometimes you will be positively
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surprised about what is possible and at other times you will come across the fact
that there are always other interests then sustainability playing in companies. And
yes those collaborations definitely change me and us as an NGO. It is not like after
al those years we have become more pro-business, but it is more about
understanding what is possible and what is not possible with corporations.” –
Professional from collaborative NGO
2. “I think such a conversation, such a relationship is always an interaction,
because we want to push them into a particular direction but at the same time they
want us to be less strict, communicate more positively or make sure we won’t lobby
for more strict regulations.” …“We always go into a campaign with an idea of what
we really want and with a minimum of what we would comply with as well. And
then it becomes a negotiation with a company where you get to a certain point
until we think it’s enough and we stop the campaign.” - Campaigner professional
NGO
3. “Yes I do think NGOs’ ideas can get weakened. If you get to close to corporates
there is a danger that it becomes very personal. When you get to know the people
it’s going to get softer anyway” – Campaigner professional NGO
These 3 quotes of NGO professionals all affirm the influence corporations can
have on NGOs. They express it is a stake of enlarging the understanding, making
compromises and getting personal, which can all again influence the NGOs
course, policies and communication. Although the degree of influence remains
unknown, it seems a commonly accepted idea that this influence is taking place.
On the other hand I spoke to two professionals from one of the biggest
collaborative NGOs. They were clearly expressing how inappropriate it would be
if corporations would influence them in any kind of way. ‘It is the other way
around’ they emphasized. ‘We are influencing them!’ However as for all the other
respondents it was a lot less difficult to think of what kind of influence
corporations were having on NGOs, I think this only shows that it is a
controversial issue within their organization, and that they had a hard time to
open up to that way of thinking.
Another straightforward answer I got from a corporate respondent on
influencing NGOs was about using them as an lobby instrument for influencing
certain political parties. “We have quite a good overview of how they influence the
political domain. NGOs are a very important influencer of some political parties.
And you if you don’t have that blessing of being an NGO you can forget about your
ideas. So that is another way we use NGOs, we look at them in various ways.” - CSR
director. This quote supports the idea that corporations use their relationships
with NGOs to exert a certain influence. It is a form of lobby towards the
government as well as the NGOs’ policies.
Corporations aim to influence policies of NGOs. They try to keep control over
situations by maintaining close relationships with NGOs. Corporations not only
wish to influence the NGOs’ policies, but are also trying to use the influence they
can have on NGOs to reach certain political parties.
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Legitimacy and avoiding regulations
What does this mutual influencing mean for the legitimacy corporations attain
with CSR? Billio (2015), Dolan and Rajak (2016) explain how CSR projects help
corporations to attain legitimacy as they use them as arguments in their fights
against critics and claimants. The same is happening for their close NGO
relationships. Corporations are often referring to their contacts with NGOs when
being criticized by other parties. As a professional from a collaborative NGO told
me: “For example the bird protection foundation they want to speak to the dairy
industry, but then the dairy industry says that they are already in contact with us.
Thus they hide behind our collaboration”. Another NGO professional also explains
how she perceives that process: “Those multinationals then get to say, look but we
work with NGO’s.. But those NGO’s are not the critical ones. Those are the NGO’s
that have an economic advantage with the situation. Let’s say it is a marriage for
the occasion.” These quotes show that NGO professionals have experienced that
corporations use their NGO contacts as an excuse when being approached by
other NGOs. One could say they are claiming legitimacy from society with their
NGO relationships. Thus the blurring of NGO-corporate categories can be said to
facilitate that legitimization process. By actively approaching NGOs corporations
get to pick NGOs that fit their ideas and interests. By working together with the
less critical and more collaborative NGOs, corporations get to keep away the
more critical ones.
Coumans (2012) describes how corporations are empowering themselves
through their CSR activities. She describes how CSR is a way for corporations to
extend their power, as they are the prime decision makers in these policies. Also
she explains how corporations aim to avoid stricter rules and regulations with
their pro-active approach towards CSR. This chapter shows that the many
dialogues with NGOs can be seen as one of these empowering activities. Through
the intense contact the corporations are influencing the NGOs. They aim to make
the NGOs’ ideas and campaigns more suitable for the corporation. Which often
inclines stirring towards solutions, which are less costly and more ‘practical’.
This refers to a softening of the demands NGOs have for corporations, making it
easier for corporations to comply with these NGO demands. Another way
corporations are being empowered is that by the NGOs showing their support,
corporations get extra legitimacy for their projects and policies.
Another empowering aspect of these dialogues is that the warm contacts that
develop between NGOs and corporations bring with them a level of trust. This
trust creates that conflictive situations will be avoided. Corporations, through
their relationships can be assured, that they will not become the victim of a
conflictive campaign from their NGO partners. Besides that they can count on the
support of their NGO partners in preventing or countering conflictive campaigns
from other NGOs, or making sure they will have the time to prepare. In this way
the corporations are able to keep control over the situation, not getting overrun
by unexpected situations.
This chapter has argued how relationships between NGOs and corporations exist
out of many different forms of contact, which provide a platform for mutual
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influencing. The possibilities these relationships bring are experienced as
pleasant for both parties. Although the influence the NGOs are having on CSR
policy is very present and commonly accepted, the influence corporations are
having on NGOs seems to be a more controversial and unexplored topic. Despite
that the overall answers of the respondents lead to the conclusion that it is a
mutual process of influencing that is taking place and the complaints corporate
professionals have about NGOs can give a plausible view of what it is
corporations might want to achieve through their relationships. All in all this all
affirms the understanding of perceiving the relationships between NGOs and
corporations as a form of lobby.

Chapter 4. The changing role of the NGO
This chapter explains why corporations are able to have an influence on
NGOs. Often NGOs have chosen to focus on changing the mainstream and
therefore want to work closely to the big guys in industry, taking into
consideration their ideas and interests. Also NGOs are in need of new funds
due to governmental budget cuts, which in some cases makes them more
dependent on the corporations. These developments have partly led to a
new role for the NGO, one more consultative and mediative in nature.
Another reason for NGOs going into this is the current political climate and
the urgency of the situation.

Aiming to change the mainstream
The NGOs, which collaborate with big multinational corporations, have chosen a
strategy where they work together with big actors in industry to try to
implement sustainable changes upon the mainstream market. One NGO
professional from an NGO that was big in fair-trade explained why they changed
their focus from fair-trade to mainstream trade. “The idea behind fair-trade was
that within 10 or 15 years it would have a market segment of 30%. Research was
done about that and said it was going to happen. However after 10 years we were
still at 1,5%. That made us change our strategy, we realized that targeting
consumers doesn’t make sustainability mainstream. We realized we have to work
with all the actors in the value chain so we started doing that increasingly. We
don’t focus on fair-trade anymore we got convinced you have to work with big
companies in order to attain big steps in volume.” This shows that before it has
also been the goal of NGOs to grow in market share with a certain standard,
however to increase impact they are now trying new strategies in order to get
mainstream, involving collaborations with big companies.
“In the end it is about volume, if you want to realize something sustainable
but you’re less then 1% of the market, are you going to save the world with
that?” – Corporate sustainability professional
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Jason Clay is WWF’s senior vice president on markets and food and his academic
work shows the theory behind WWF’s strategy of initiating and joining multistakeholder initiatives. He explains how sustainability has to become a precompetitive issue with all actors working and learning together to make the
global food system more sustainable. He explains the roundtable strategy:
“There are around 15 global commodities, which need to change in order to handle
our planet sustainably. The big companies often are involved in several of these
commodities. The 100 largest companies touch 25% of the trade in all these 15
commodities. When demand for sustainable product leverages with 25% then the
production will go up with 40 or 50% process because producers will want to
answer to those markets. To get in contact with a corporation and get a
collaboration process going is an incubation process, it takes a lot of time, up to 4
years. Thus we accelerate change by working in groups, we can create and assure
credible standards that those companies can be brought up against. We set up
these standards in multi-stakeholder initiatives. The goal is to be science based
and identify 4 to 6-8 key-impacts to work on, they cause 70 to 80% of the damage
we care about. We build consensus on what to work on and how to work on it. And
then bring in scientists and researchers to reflect on the standards. Our goal is to by
2020 have 25% of al production certified. Our second goal is that 75% produced in
the places we care about is going to be certified, that goal is going to be lot tougher
to achieve (Clay,2013).”
Clay’s explanation of the strategy makes visible what opportunities lie in
working together with the biggest corporations. It explains why NGOs have
taken the step to talk to and collaborate with those actors even though it poses
risks for their reputation. The enormous amount of volume that the big
businesses work with make them attractive partners and targets for NGOs.

A new role for NGOs
Around 2007 the Dutch government implemented austerity measures and due to
those many NGOs in the Netherlands lost a big part of their income. Most of the
respondents mentioned these governmental budget cuts when talking about the
strategies that NGOs adopt. “Those NGOs they don’t have an earnings model, they
don’t sell anything but are dependent of governmental subsidies for example. Those
subsidies are getting less and less which makes it hard for them to keep on existing,
that’s why more collaborations have arisen between NGOs, foundations and
corporations. – CSR manager. This refers to the necessity of NGOs to be creative
in order to establish an income, which had been made more difficult in recent
years. Some NGOs mention that the subsidy cuts were definitely influential but
that collaborations have been in their nature before that as well. “There was an
external caused need for us to change but it was also some kind of development, we
grew towards it. Around 2007/2008 governmental subsidies were cut and at that
moment we developed a focus on corporations, but before that we were already
inclined to collaboration and negotiation.”- Collaborative NGO professional. Also
it seems to be perceived as a natural development for NGOs to focus more on
businesses.
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As the NGO’s role in collaborations with corporations is mostly advisory,
sometimes in exchange for money, people have referred to NGOs as consultancy
firms. An example: “Because the subsidies from the government are getting less,
NGOs are going into the direction of having an advisory role. Some have already
become consultancy firms and they can exert assignments for you.” – CSR Director.
Which implicates some NGOs have actually fully transformed into consultancy
firms. A professional from one of those NGOs that are said to have become a sort
of consultant explained to me:
“We don’t want to be fully subsidized by corporations. We did that in the past but
that creates the danger of becoming a consultant. We don’t want to be that
because it will make corporations expect we are going to do whatever they want.
At the other hand we don’t want to be a free advisor for them, we want them to pay
for our services, also because we don’t want to compete for free with commercial
consultants. – Collaborative NGO professional. Here the respondent reveals how
NGOs have been experimenting with their new role. What he brings forward as
an important difference of being a consulting NGO or a consultant is the freedom
an NGO should have in not just fulfilling the corporation’s wishes but doing what
the NGO itself perceives as important. He explained to me that the most
preferable situation is a project funded for 50% by corporations and the other
50% by themselves, that creates a good starting point for collaborating as
partners.
Some corporate professionals see a role for NGOs as a mediator in the future, one
that can improve the relationships between for example the corporation and the
local population. Two corporate respondents have mentioned ‘the landscape
approach’ as a way of working that is going to implemented in the near future. It
is a way of organizing sustainability not through global standards and
certification schemes but through a local approach. One where all the
stakeholders from a concerned landscape (for example an area around a certain
river) get together to talk about solutions. For corporations this is said to be a
wanted approach, as it will increase their goodwill with the locals. On the role
that NGOs could play within this landscape approach it was said: “Personally I
have said that there is special role for NGOs in that trajectory. It is a sort of
mediating, but that is not the right word. NGOs could function well in such an area,
especially local NGOs. They know what is going on. They can play a role as a
convener or mediator to get all parties around the table. An NGO person that can
look the locals in the eyes… and that understands what they are talking about.” –
Corporate sustainability professional. This refers to corporations wanting to
expand the NGOs’ activities to mediating roles. Hoping they can help to build
good relationships with local stakeholders
Thus partly due to governmental budget cuts NGOs have had to become more
creative about how to get their income. They have adopted new roles, more
similar to consultancy firms or mediators, in order to be able to generate new
sources of income.
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NGOs using all strategies
Some NGO professionals have a preference for laws and regulations instead of
voluntarily commitments because of their expected efficacy. One might ask why
NGOs get involved then in CSR initiatives if they have a preference for other
solutions. Especially when CSR can cause the further delay or prevention of
regulation (Coumans,2012) this becomes an important question. Two types of
arguments came forward speaking to NGO professionals on this topic. The first
one was that urgency of the issues is so high at this moment, that all strategies
must be implemented. NGOs can persuade different strategies at the same time,
collaborative NGOs such as the WWF besides their multi-stakeholder work they
aim to change governmental policies. This is illustrated by the following quote
from a speech at the RT12: “We haven’t got time to talk about which solution, we
need to use them all and now! By 2020 we need to be on the road implementing the
climate agreement etc. and there are only around a 1000 working days left!” - NGO
Professional at RT12, 2017.
The second argument was that implementing stricter regulations does often not
match with the political climate of a country. It was explained to me that Europe
is kind of ready for these conversations on obligatory measures to take place. In
other countries f.e in south America, the governments are more occupied with
financial crisis and attracting foreign investors, making it impossible to get these
kind of measures through. “In south America they are still thinking how can we
produce as much as possible and invest as fast and cheap as possible. They’re really
not occupied with making the value chain more sustainable.” – NGO professional.
Also the work of political campaigning is said to be dangerous in some countries
in the global south. Besides, to change governmental policies is said to be a
terribly slow process, also in Europe. “For that law on illegal timber of 2013 we
lobbied for 10 years. It was adopted in 2013 but is still not being maintained. Those
companies are laughing about the fines they get. So we’ve been working on it for 17
years without real impact.” – NGO professional. Collaborations with corporations
are perceived develop quicker and therefor can have a more instant effect.
This chapter has revealed how NGOs have gotten into the process of the blurring
of categories and explains why they are open for influences from the
corporations. It fits with the new role they have taken upon, where they aim to
change the mainstream market by working together with the big actors in
industry. Although some NGOs would preferable work towards stricter rules and
regulations, they choose to focus on CSR due to the political climate in many
countries around the world and the urgency, which calls for rapid changes.
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Chapter 5. The limited possibilities of CSR
This chapter will bring forward the limitations of CSR and sustainability at
multinational corporations. Professionals from multinational corporations
working at CSR and sustainability have explained the corporate reality of
the limitations of costs and of scale. Also it is explained that CSR and
sustainability are mostly set up to serve the profitability of the company,
and therefore mostly consists of communicating ambitions, which do not
necessarily translate into meaningful action.

Communication around CSR
Many developments are good developments, but they always get drenched in
this very positive exaggerated sustainable message, while the motives are
purely economical and very seldom ethical. – Former CSR professional
Visiting many CSR events for my research I’ve been bedazzled with many
different trends and terms. Value driven business, corporate governance and
ethical leadership are a few of the concepts that I have come across. The
gatherings and presentations I attended had an attractive flinch of philosophy,
ethics and philanthropic dripped all over it. The gatherings were inspirational
meetings where experiences are discussed and shared and where the leading
figures get a stage to tell their story and inspire others to follow. The expansion
of these theories and ideas around CSR show a rapid development on CSR
thinking over the last few years. Also I have come across the paradox of intrinsic
motivation, on which the CSR professionals reacted with: ‘oh we so much hope it’s
true’. It entails: “Those companies that will focus upon values such as sustainability
from an intrinsic motivation are the ones that the long term will have the most
financial benefits” (Observation,18-05’17). This shows how the CSR world is
excited about making money while making the planet a better place.
How characteristic these CSR gatherings I have visited are for what is happening
within CSR and sustainability of multinational corporations is hard to say. A
beautiful CSR language has developed, but it is common for this language to have
been adopted throughout the corporations’ other departments and has it been
implemented throughout its activities? Most CSR events I visited during
fieldwork were related to food and sustainability, but at all the meetings I had
experiences similar to this one:
“Agrifood Futureproof, I find myself at an event organized for marketleaders in
CSR of the food industry, where corporate professionals get to share experiences
and inspire each other in their work. One of the first speakers is the CEO of the
corporation of where we find ourselves. His company produces cress to sell to highend restaurants. His talk is all about sustainable diets, the CEO proudly explains to
us how his employees eat plant-based diets, 4 times a week, except for Fridays. As a
vegetarian/vegan I was excited to hear this and I was my stomach was grumping I
was looking forward towards the lunch. However when we got to the lunch only
beef burgers were served… no alternatives. When I asked the cook for an
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alternative she wasn’t able to give me anything. So I survived the event living on
tea-cookies… and it wasn’t even a Friday” (Observation 23-07’17).
This observation might be typical for what is happening in the CSR world.
Ambitious plans around sustainability are being presented and initiated, while at
the same time implementation lacks behind and real changes seem not to take
place. It seems to be mostly the communication around and the way of
presenting certain developments, which make believe that actual changes are
going to happen.
Corporations are active with CSR on different levels and dimensions. What is
clear is that it is rapidly growing and is becoming a necessity for businesses to
get involved in it. The following observation shows how in some companies CSR
measures are very much linked to the communication department.
The presenter opens the next slide which says: 70% of people think that corporate
foundations only exist to give a corporation a better image and in that way create
more profit for the corporation. The crowd (existing out of corporate professionals)
chuckles. The presenter explains how his organization does research about societal
opinions. He asks the crowd who of you are working at a corporate foundation?
Some people doubt to put their hands up, a lady explains: “We call it a foundation,
but it’s actually just a department of corporate communication.” Some other
attendees of the session nod and make an agreeing sound. (Observation, 0304’17)
This observation illustrates how in some companies CSR measures like setting
up corporate foundations are part of the communication department. This
suggests that in that case CSR is not integrated through the company. As it is part
of the communication department, it is possible that it is separated from the
other policies of the corporation.
Both NGO and CSR professionals experience this communication on CSR from
corporations as one-sided and incomplete. A former CSR professional explains:
“I’ve often been in a clinch internally, I wanted to write a realistic report, share the
dilemmas that were dealing with. I felt a need for transparency. However the board
of directors would then say ‘that is sensitive information, don’t publish it.” This
shows that although transparency might play a prominent role in the CSR
language and policies, that does not mean corporations will share their possibly
sensitive information. However this retention of information limits constructive
collaborations. An NGO professional explains: “What I really miss from corporates
is them putting their doubts on the table, to just say ‘we’re not going to make it’
that would be a lot more honest then that hustling with use of different standards
that they are doing now. The interest in really wanting to change something.., that
is missing. If they would be honest we would be able to go on from there but now
we are stuck. They think they are doing great, we think they are not, so we have
nowhere to work from and are stuck...”
This shows that according to the NGOs mutual trust and transparency is needed
to make progress. If corporations claim to be doing well without sharing their
doubts, it becomes very difficult to take further steps. Another respondent also
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shares this frustration about the purely positive communication of corporations:
“That is what I dislike about corporations, that they are continuously
congratulating each other and their selves for their efforts without saying that
more needs to be done. It is always like ‘we are doing good’ and the self reflection is
missing.” – NGO professional. These three perspectives all suggest that the CSR
language together with its reports and events communicates only one side of the
story.
The communication around CSR is a continuously improving, developing and
expanding, involving new ideas and theories. These are presented at
inspirational events were CSR is being presented and celebrated. About the
actual implementation it is difficult to make concrete observations. It seems as if
the quality of the language and communication around CSR is more elaborate
then the actual implementation of it. Both NGO and CSR professionals have
encountered how in CSR only the good developments are being communicated
suggesting that it gives a one-sided story.

The limitation of costs and scale
“CSR needs to support the business success; it has to serve the profitability of
the company” (interview CSR professional)
What was explained to me during an interview is that the CSR budget of a
corporation is mostly spend on salaries of the CSR professionals, production of
the CSR reports, and the organization of events around CSR. Besides that money
is also spent on attractive projects such as helping farmers in developing
countries (Interview CSR professional). This inclines that CSR needs to be visible,
it needs to be exerted in such a way that it can serve the profitability of the
company. A CSR professional comments: “Money is always in the back of mind,
like how far can I go without needing a budget to support it.” Which shows that
CSR professionals aim to achieve as much as possible while using as little budget
as possible. Which creates corporations will not spend substantial amounts of
money in sustainability when there is no real incentive for it.
“Sustainability is top town embedded in our company organization. Firstly it’s the
CEO that has it in its genes and had made sure a chief sustainability was appointed
which had build the sustainability organization below him. Different functions role
out that responsibility of sustainability throughout different departments of the
company, and they all report again to the chief of sustainability (Interview
Corporate Professional).”
What this quote illustrates is that some corporations do take expensive
measures to reach ambitious sustainability efforts. However this does not mean
that CSR is no longer serving the profits. According to that same corporate
professional, there are two main motivations for CSR and sustainability
investments in the food industry. “Firstly there is the need to assure the stream of
resources as climate change’s impact on agriculture is already happening and will
only be increasing in the coming years. That is why some corporations have
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adapted long-term thinking in the creation of their visions and policies.” The
second motivation is “to able to differentiate oneself from competitors on the
market.” Thus some corporations have made ambitious steps towards
integrating sustainability through their business however the motives for this
are still related to making sure the corporations can continue their business and
keep on maximizing its profitability.
This is of importance in understanding one of the limitations that is encountered
by corporate professionals in implementing substantial changes. Because when
asking about the actual limitations, problems and obstacles in current
developments one sees that the corporation not willing to loose profits is a
problematic one. For example:
“Any business really will strip down costs of a product to make the product as
cheap as possible. And sustainability can reverse that and start adding cost in
because you might have to do things in a different way. The question then comes
who pays for that increased cost? In the end of the supply chain you will try not to
pass that on to the consumers, because that makes you less competitive and people
might stop shopping with you. If you are an actor such as Unilever, you will be
challenged by the supermarkets that you can’t have that cost increase because they
don’t want to take it out of their profits and they don’t want to pass it down to
consumers. So then it gets pushed further down the line. And Unilever will pass that
on to whoever is supplying them. So the challenge is who can absorb the cost,
because the further down the value chain you get the smaller the company gets and
less able to cover the costs. So who pays for sustainability? That is a good question.”
– Corporate head of CSR
This quotation illustrates one of the most common issues in tackling
sustainability issues throughout a value chain. The burden of extra costs is one
that corporations are not willing to take on. To take on extra costs voluntarily
would go against the corporation’s meaning of existence, a corporation first and
foremost aims to create extra value for its shareholders. Making as much profit
as possible is what mainly drives the corporations. This barrier of extra costs is
explained by several of the CSR professionals I spoke to. Another example:
“Soon it became clear with the whole soy case that it would cost money, because
responsible soy is simply more expensive. However we were are a company with
small marges thus higher prices of resources would directly influence our profits.
We could have passed on the costs to the customers but we did not. We could have
done it though because we did that likewise when resources were more scarce.” Former CSR professional.
This shows that although corporations are aware of how they could invest
money to increase sustainability they are not willing to do so. This forms one of
the two most important limitations of CSR.
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Another limitation of multinational corporations is their size. It is said the
businesses have become so expansive that the implementation of changes is
extremely difficult and time-costly. There are several aspects to the limitation of
scale, two of them are illustrated down below.
“An NGO can ask us in one sentence: Make sure that 100% of your palm oil is
certified by 2015. Something that takes us as a company 8 years of hard work to
implement, and they can say it’s easy just do it. Well it is not easy.. I have to deal
with just for AH I have to deal with 350 different suppliers that use palm oil and all
those have to be RSPO certified, and all of them have to buy oil from certified
sources. That is crazy, it is hard. That is like so much engagement has to happen
before you can get there.” - Corporate sustainability professional.
This quote mostly emphasizes the amount of time and effort that is needed to
organize changes through the value chain from the perspective of a big retail
corporation. The amount of actors that has to be dealt with is very big because of
the size of the corporations’ activities.
This second quote from another respondent refers to why it can be simply
impossible to demand change from your suppliers when you are a big retail firm:
“As soon as you become (names all the big supermarkets) the scale that you need is
just so massive that it takes a long time to make any changes. Because you can’t go
to a tuna fish supplier and say unless you change the way that you fish I’m going to
another supplier. Because they will be like.. ok I know you can’t do that. Because
the other supplier is already supplying your competitor and doesn’t have the
volume you need, so volume and scale is big one. That is why you need so much time
change things over very large quantities. “ – CSR professional
Thus as the size of what such a company imports is so big, it is not so easy to
simply find a different supplier. Value chains have developed over the years and
the bigger you are the harder it is to reorganize your relationships in the chain.
Within multinational corporations CSR serves the profitability of the company.
Thus sustainable changes can not be too costly which forms a great barrier for
implementing real changes. Some corporations have seen the importance of
investing in sustainability as their business activities are being endangered by
climate change, others want to differentiate themselves on the market with these
investments. However in most corporations chipping in for sustainability is not
widely done. Besides this limitation of cost there is a limitation of scale, which
can be summarized in: the bigger a corporation is, the harder it is to implement
changes.
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Monolingualism and ‘doing-good’
On the one hand the theory of monoligualism described by Moriceau and
Guerillot (2012) is no longer recognised in the observations of his research. They
explain how CSR has become a form of story telling and a language on its own. It
is described as a monotonous, repeated story, where the corporation is always
the hero helping the local communities in need. It was a very useful perspective
to perceive CSR as a language as it makes it possible to study what is being said
separate from what is being done. What seems is that the CSR language has been
rapidly developing over the years. The many theories and concepts I
encountered at the CSR events showed that CSR thinking transcended
monolingualism. There are now many different ways to communicate and
theorize about the role of CSR and the role of corporations within society.
However the fact the CSR communication only highlights the positive
developments and that sensitive developments are left out of the communication
does signify that CSR language is still very one-sided, this one-sidedness is thus a
characteristic of monolingualism, which is still very present in the current day
CSR communication.
The fact that corporations only report on their good developments not willing to
be open about their struggles, and packing these developments in such a
sustainable message as possible, does remind of the theory of Lin-Hi and Muller
(2013) of corporations only wanting to ‘do good’ instead of avoiding the
irresponsibilities of their own activities. Indeed what comes forward in this
chapter is that corporations are keen on communicating about everything they
are doing well and would like to amplify those things they are doing extra to
serve society. However through the influence of NGOs, pointing out the
corporation’s irresponsibilities, corporations have started working on this. For
example joining a roundtable like the RTRS is on the one hand admitting a form
of irresponsibility showing willingness to work on the issue. In order to prevent
conflictive campaigns from NGOs, corporations are pushed to take these kinds of
measures. Thus looking at the influence of the blurring of categories on only
‘doing good’ it can be said that that corporations are focusing more and more on
cleaning out their own irresponsibilities. Due to their relationships with NGOs
and the extensive communication, they are no longer only focussing on
contributing something extra to society.
In conclusion, this chapter shows that at this moment CSR is more about making
sure that everything can stay as it is instead of making sure everything will
change. By communicating beautifully about sustainable developments
corporations wish to reduce costs or increase profitability by achieving a leading
market position. However to implement actual sustainability changes is difficult
because of the non-willingness of corporations to make substantial investments
in sustainability. A second reason for making this difficult is the size of
multinational corporations, which make the implementation of changes
incredibly slow.
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Chapter 6. RTRS is failing to tackle deforestation
This chapter will argue how NGOs can get caught up with the ideas and
interests of the corporations resulting into work, which does not serve its
original purpose anymore. It shows the potential downsides of the
developments described in the previous chapters using the case of the
Roundtable on responsible soy (the RTRS). The RTRS has played an
important role in putting soy issues on the agenda, however at the present
moment it mostly functions as a shelter for corporations where certificates
can be bought to prove no-harm done in deforestation of the South
America’s. However the RTRS is not actively tackling deforestation and
painful compromises have been made by the NGOs in the process.

A trader of certificates
The RTRS has brought together the many different actors and created a feeling of
shared responsibility. “During the first conversations with Albert Heijn they were
like sorry but we really have nothing to do with this soy issue. That all changed,
many different actors feel responsible now for the problems as well as the
solutions.” – NGO professional. All respondents agreed that RTRS has played an
important role in putting soy on the agenda. As a standard, the RTRS has
influenced the quality of other standards, and has initiated many other projects
and organizations. Like was mentioned in the RTRS: “When RTRS started there
was no standard for soy, now there are more then 70. So what are we going to do
next, where others will follow?” – Director of Amaggi at RT12, 2017. Which shows
that he RTRS as an organization is currently looking for what direction to go into
and what new roles to take upon.
All the years of negotiation have led to the development of a certification body.
In this process corporations have mostly pushed for a lowering the standard and
NGOs have aimed to make it higher. The result is a compromise created by all
involved stakeholders. In the leading years towards the creation of the standard
both NGOs and producers have stepped out of the process and left the RTRS
behind. The following quote shows how the height of the standard was still a
point of discussion at the RT12 conference. It is also an example of the synergy
that takes place between NGOs and corporations.
At the RT12 in Lille, discussion about the height of the standard (2017):
NGO Professional: “We have to remember RTRS production did go up, however
market demand for the credits did not. Let’s be realist, we do want to achieve
things here. We need a minimum, we shouldn’t be spending our time lowering the
standard to compete with other standards.”
Corporate professional responds: “Kate…… we are partners…. You have created a
beautiful baby. But now the baby is not growing up, you have to be more creative.“
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This situation illustrates the personal relations between NGOs and corporations
including the colleague-like feeling. It shows the synergy where mostly NGOs aim
to keep the standard high and corporations aim to persuade the NGOs to lower
the standard.
The process of developing a standard goes accompanied with painful
compromises for the NGOs. One example of that given by my respondents was
around the use of highly controversial herbicide Paraquat. Over the last year
discussions have been taking place on this issue in different working groups of
the RTRS. The options were to forbid it now, restrict the use in some ways or
give it more time to do studies and find alternatives. “In the end we got the ban,
however it will be from 2020 instead of 2017. The producers said it was just not doable. We wanted to forbid it now, we thought we were ready. Those are the kind of
compromises and negotiations that you have to make when dealing with the
industry” – NGO professional. These kinds of compromises put the NGOs in a
difficult position. It is difficult to sell to the public and your followers that you
support the responsible labelling of soy produced with the use of this
controversial herbicide. However to step out of a roundtable also becomes very
unlikely the longer you are involved in it. “I’ve had colleagues say to me: ‘we
should have never agreed to that’, but then you have to think about.. when is it bad
enough the break the whole thing apart? That makes it difficult in such a system, if
you are not satisfied you can decide to quit and then you blow up the whole thing,
and then what is the alternative? You want to create change, that is why you have
put up the roundtable, but it arises dilemmas. Sometimes you should just do it, just
get out when things don’t fit with your principles, but then all the work and efforts
will be lost…” – Collaborative NGO professional. This quote illustrates the
position the NGO can become stuck in. An NGO cannot easily step out of such an
initiative where so much time and effort has been put in setting it up. The
development of personal relations, common goals and entangled interests hold
the NGOs tightly in their positions. However, what is a NGOs bargaining power
besides threatening to leave, in that way endangering the legitimization of the
organization?
The changes that have occurred due to RTRS soy certification have taken place
on existing farms where a more responsible way of working has been adopted.
For example employees have gotten proper safety training and pesticides are not
getting dumped illegally anymore. The RTRS, Basf and Amaggi have recently
carried out a study on the benefits of certification (News RTRS,2017). Fundacao
Espace, an organization created by Basf in order to measure and evaluate
sustainability has executed the research. The positive benefits were said to be
immediate benefits in overall farm organization - both in terms of infrastructure
and internal processes. But also improved confidence of producers in
interpretation and compliance with the law. And it was found that money made
with the selling of credits was invested in capacity-building and training
activities for employees. Basf reacts:
“BASF believes in the benefits of RTRS certification for farmers. The study finds that
this process enables real gains in productivity, cost savings and safety - which, in
turn, contributes to increasing the competitiveness of Brazilian soy", says Daniela
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Ferreroni, Communication and Sustainability Manager at BASF's Crop Protection
Unit in Brazil (News RTRS,2017).
Although a short news item is created on this report on the RTRS website the
actual report is not included which could imply the RTRS is not to keen on being
transparent on all results of the report. However what is described here does
comply with what I’ve heard during the RT12 where a producer from Argentina
explained: “We join the RTRS standard because it saves us costs, it makes us
cleaner and also less people get hurt. It helps us to work in orderly way, to attain
that western working mentality. We don’t do it for the money, we sell our credits
and that pays for the costs.” – Corporate Professional. This all shows that the
impact of certification is on a level of cleaning out the inefficiencies and
improving the security at farms and not yet on the level of taking ambitious steps
towards minimizing environmental impact and putting a halt to deforestation.
“I think that now we come to point where we start to realize that certification
did not have the impact in terms of how we expected it, in tipping the
market.” – Corporate professional
The RTRS has come up with a system that makes it possible for certified
producers to earn money with their investments. It is a credit system where
actors on the other side of the value chain get to buy credits of a specific certified
producer or of the certified producers in general. The RTRS strategy inclines that
this standard has to become mainstream in the soy market in that way making
responsibility a soy pre-competitive issue. When all soy is produced under RTRS
certification, deforestation caused by soy would be ended. RTRS was expecting
growth in the sell of these credits in that way being able to take over the market,
however results have been disappointing. 3 Million ton of soy is being produced
under RTRS standards, which means a growth of 0,7 ton over the last year. At the
same time the amount of credits sold were only covering 1,9 ton which was a
decline of 0,3 ton over the last year. This reduction of sold credits could very well
be related to the presence of alternative standards. These numbers have to be
put in perspective as global soy trade is estimated to be more then a 100 times
bigger then what is being produced under RTRS standards.
A central question during the RT12 was who will pay for sustainability and how
do we make the demand for RTRS credits grow? According to the producers they
are the one paying for sustainability at this moment. “From our perspective now it
is the producer who is paying and it is a heavy load, the costs need to be more
spread out over the chain.” – RTRS certified producer during RT12 (2017). Over
the last year, the RTRS has not sold all its available credits, meaning not all
producers who comply with the standard have been able to get their financial
rewards. A corporate professional explained how many corporations; even those
that are a member of the RTRS have not made and fulfilled their commitments to
buying the RTRS credits, let alone the companies outside of the RTRS (Interview
corporate sustainability professional).
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“We have to ask ourselves ‘what is the goal of the RTRS?’ Is it to be able to
somehow guarantee that your soy is not from recently deforested areas, or is
it to actually put an end to deforestation? Because what the RTRS has become
now is a trader of certificates on responsibly sourced soy, which is not
bringing the solution for ending deforestation any closer.” – CSR professional
Meijer (2014) explains how voluntary measures such as supply chain initiatives
can only impact deforestation when the full sector participates because only then
can leakage be avoided. Leakage refers to the displacement of deforestation to
other areas or by other actors and is a major threat that undermines the
effectiveness of supply chain initiatives. As soy is an annual crop, which can be
farmed flexibly, deforestation can still take place for non-certified soy or other
crops. Thus she concludes initiatives play a role in raising awareness and
developing an understanding but do not in themselves bring a halt to
deforestation. As RTRS certification only covers a small percentage of the
producers (fe in Brazil 0,4% of soy plantations are certified) the effect on
deforestation can be neglected. Another obstructive aspect is the fact that RTRScertified producers are allowed to also grow non-certified crops (RTRS, 2017).
Meaning those same producers who receive money for their RTRS credits might
be responsible for deforestation for their non-certified crops at other farms.
The main program of the RTRS has been to establish a certification body.
Through a system of certified producers who sell RTRS credits to mostly
European buyers a market has been created for responsibly produced soy. The
standard of the RTRS is compromised resolution resulting from many years of
negotiations. RTRS certified farmers say certification has brought them a more
responsible, safe and cost-saving way of working. By focusing on certification the
RTRS is not actively countering deforestation. The last year RTRS has shown a
disappointing growth in the amount of credits sold. Despite becoming a member
many corporations do not dedicate themselves to purchasing credits. As the
RTRS is not growing enough it is not doing what it is supposed to be doing which
is creating a minimum pre-competitive responsible standard for all soy trade.

Functioning as a shelter for industry
Despite the unsuccessful growth of the RTRS market, the RTRS does grow in its
memberships. Too become a member of the RTRS, a company, NGO or institution
pays 2500 euro per year. As a member one can join the decision-making process
of the RTRS, which is based on consensus. The RTRS has around 200 members,
which in 2014 existed out of 16% producers, 53% are in the category ‘industry,
trade and finance’ and 11% is from civil society organizations. The latter 20%
are observers (Meijer,2014). These first three groups have equal voting rights at
the general assembly where decisions are made with the consensus of the 3
groups. Over the last year 14 new members joined the RTRS, all these new
members are from the category industry trade and finance (observation during
RT12, 2017).
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That fact that the growth in the number of RTRS members is not accompanied
with the growth in demand of credits raises the question of what these
corporations aim to achieve with their memberships. The feedback I got from my
corporate respondents on this issues remained vague, but referred to two types
of reasons. The first one was about being in the pack, not taking upon a
leadership role but following what the others are doing, ‘so you do not have to
create your own solution whilst not staying behind’. As is exemplified by this
quote of a former head of CSR: “The companies will engage with NGOs because
they don’t really want to create their own solution. It is much better to be in the
pack with everyone else and approach the issue together. That’s where certain
NGOs are really helpful because they will provide a safe space for these
conversations to take place.” A second kind of answer I received referred to
members asserting a certain influence on the situation by being a member. A
credit trader told me in the train from Lille back home: “There is some
backstabbing taking place there, I mean why would you be a member for 4 years
without ever buying a single credit? …. Ha no I don’t think they pay 2,5 K per year
just for networking.., I think they might want to keep everything down, keep control
over the situation… who knows.” Another corporate respondent from a company
that does actively buy credits mentioned: “There are a lot of companies in there
that don’t even have commitments and aren’t implementing anything on soy yet.
They are a member in order to influence the standard or the sector or whatever.”
Although again it remains unclear what is exactly meant by this influence I think
what these quotations do show that there are benefits for corporations in
becoming members without having to actually invest in sustainability by buying
credits.
“What the RTRS is good at is keeping it together, I thought it would explode 3
years ago but that didn’t happen, however I do think it’s in a critical phase.”
- Corporate professional
Several respondents from NGOs have explained the freezing effect it has when
corporations refer to the fact that they have already joined the RTRS and thus
are taking sufficient action in their opinion. A common blame that was heard
from NGOs about corporations is that they are communicating in such a positive
way about their developments that it becomes impossible to argue with them.
One example given by one of the members of the soy coalition is how they agreed
upon not using the word sustainable for RTRS certified soy. She mentioned how
this agreement was breached again and again by the government and feed
industry and that there was no point in mentioning it anymore. She elaborates:
“The feed industry is doing very well in telling the world how great they are doing.
They’re doing a good job in focusing all their communication on this. But exactly
that is the problem, because if you deny that there is a problem, or that something
needs to be done you have nothing to work from. If the whole feed industry thinks
they are super sustainable and that there is no problem, then there is not much left
to talk about, even if we don’t agree a single bit - NGO member soy coalition”.
It can be said that the RTRS is functioning as a shelter for industry. Members of
the RTRS can use their membership to show that there is awareness about the
problem and that they are working on a solution. However this can cause a
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freezing effect, blocking other necessary developments around soy and
deforestation. The existence of such a body can thus function against its original
goal. A campaigner from an NGO affirms and explains: “The RTRS has a negative
influence on the soy situation, as they have become a shelter for industry to hide in.
The member corporations get to say, look how well we are doing which stops them
from taking extra steps. The RTRS had its role in putting on soy on the agenda but
at this moment it is blocking further progression.”
Thus, although the demand for the RTRS credits remains low, the RTRS is a
growing organisation due to its growing amount of memberships. Possibly,
members become a member for the sake of being in the pack, not having to come
up with their own solutions while being safe from critique. It has been
experienced that corporations have used RTRS membership, as an argument
against critics, claiming to be working on solutions already. In this way the RTRS
has a freezing effect on the situation and is currently functioning as a shelter for
industry to hide in.

Green washing
Linking this to the green washing theory of Siano et al (2016) the RTRS in itself
can said to be a form a attention deflection. Attention deflection refers to the act
of hiding unethical business practices with communication initiatives such as
selective and inaccurate disclosure, incomplete comparisons and vague or
irrelevant statements. Perceiving the use of harmful pesticides, GM modified
crops and the practice of land grabbing as unethical business practices one can
say the RTRS is such a communication initiative that labels these practices as
responsible. The fact that corporations choose to become a member of the RTRS
without buying any actual credits fits with the idea of decoupling or ‘symbolic
mismanagement’. Green claims are being made with the action of becoming a
RTRS member while these claims remain empty of any type of action when
credits are not being bought. Thus on different levels the RTRS can be perceived
as a green washing instrument.
The NGOs with their support for this organization support the process of green
washing. They are in a difficult position, not agreeing with how things are going
but also not being able to change anything about it. If the NGOs would leave the
RTRS it would not continue, as the most important source of legitimization
would then disappear. The processes described in the previous chapters explain
why dropping out of these initiatives is not a feasible option for NGOs. As goals of
NGOs and corporations have gotten aligned and interests entangled there is no
point in abandoning your collective project. This could be harmful for both the
NGOs’ and the corporations’ reputations. As the NGOs have become more related
to their corporate partners then to their more critical NGO colleagues they will
also get drawn into that corporate way of thinking. Through understanding and
accepting the difficulties of costs and scale they might agree that corporations
are doing the best they can, becoming more patient in the multi-stakeholder
initiatives, less critical and determined to keep on supporting the process. As the
relationships with the more critical NGOs have weakened and have become
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hostile, the collaborative NGOs will prefer not to listen to their critique. The
collaborative NGOs are by putting efforts in a project, which is not serving its
original goals, co-creating the freezing effect, which creates that no extra
measures are being taken.
This chapter inclines that RTRS is currently not tackling deforestation but is
functioning as a shelter for industry to hide in. Corporations are joining the RTRS
in order to be in the pack, not having to deal with issues on their own or staying
behind in comparison to their competitors. Others become a member for
inserting a certain influence on the standard and the organization. The corporate
members, whom are growing in amount, have not dedicated themselves to
buying credits. This puts them in the weird position of being part of the
organization without supporting its goal. Some NGOs are worried about the
freezing effect this has on the developments within the sector, as corporations
can always refer to their RTRS memberships when defending their activities.

Conclusion
In this thesis the perspectives of corporate professionals and NGO professionals
on the changing corporate-NGO interrelations have been brought together.
Thereby aiming to find out the influence of these interrelations on both the
NGOs’ and the corporations’ practices. By using bundles of different theories, a
theoretical framework was constructed which could be used to study the
influence of blurring NGO-corporate categories on the characteristics of CSR, and
upon the act of CSR empowering corporations. With ethnographic research
through a case study, data was collected to find the answers to the research
questions.
The ethnographic approach has shown to be very effective in studying
developments around CSR. This is because it has been able to reveal the nature
of the interrelations between NGOs and corporations, by studying these
professionals using participatory observation. Also, the ethnographic approach
provided the opportunity to discover the discrepancies between what is said to
be done, and what is actually being done, by talking to the relevant professionals
about their hopes, doubts, worries and achievements.
Based on the findings of the case-study on the RTRS, the main argument of this
research is that the blurring of categories between NGOs and corporations have
led to NGOs being in a position where they are helping corporations to maintain
legitimacy for continuing their business activities. The following paragraphs will
describe different aspects that have come forward in this research and that
create the conditions for this situation to take place.
One important aspect is that the role and function of the NGO is changing. By
adopting the strategy to bring together all actors of industry to create change,
they have often have left behind their critical watchdog positions and have
become less of a threat to corporations. Their new role is often as a consultant or
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mediative in nature. Partly this development took place due to governmental
budget cuts, which caused a necessity for NGOs to look for new forms of income
making them more dependent on the corporations.
This is one of the reasons for it becoming very unlikely for NGOs to step out of
their collaborative and supportive positions towards corporations. Besides that,
the many years of joined efforts and the establishment of common goals, which
have created a colleague-like understanding between NGOs and corporations,
are very important factors. This has thus resulted in NGOs withholding from
stepping out of their collaborations even though they have complaints or doubts
about their current position and its impact.
Corporations are able to exert their influence over NGOs and their campaigns
through close relationships, many dialogues and regular contact. In that way
they sometimes achieve to make the NGOs’ campaigns and ideas more suitable
for the corporation, meaning relatively easy and cheap for them to adopt. The
many dialogues that the corporations have with NGOs can be seen as a tool for
them to expand their power and influence. They get to use these dialogues to
mine knowledge from the NGOs, prevent conflictive campaigning against them
and to spread their political ideas about holding off stricter rules and regulations.
However the actual amount of influence that corporations have on NGOs and
their campaign remains unknown, further research would be needed to find the
impact of these processes.
At the same time the changes corporations make remain insignificant, as there
are severe limitations to what corporations are willing to do and are able to do.
The two main limitations are related to cost and scale. About costs, as
corporations aim to keep prices low and aim to avoid losing any profits they
often come up with empty claims, instead of real expensive commitments. With
regards to scale, it refers to the inability of businesses to implement changes as
they are simply too big to do so.
The blurring of NGO-corporate categories does seem to have a positive effect on
the quality of CSR. It seems monolingualism has made place for a much more
elaborate language, a language where there are many different ways to
communicate and theorize about CSR and the role of corporations in society.
There is one aspect of monolingualism still present in the current CSR language,
which is the one-sidedness. Still only the positive developments are being
communicated and there is no transparency about the struggles the corporations
encounter on their journeys to becoming more sustainable.
Also corporations seem to no longer be focused on only ‘doing good’, the
knowledge that came to the corporations through the many dialogues with NGOs
has resulted in the corporations focusing more on working on their own
irresponsibilities. The NGOs have been invited to give input and reflect upon CSR
policies of corporations and they have managed to shift the CSR debate to the
issues they think are of importance.
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However the threat of green washing remains and has only become stronger
through the blurring of categories. This is because with the support and close
collaboration of NGOs, corporations get to make bigger claims and get more
legitimacy for these claims and their corresponding CSR projects and policies. On
the other hand, due to their changed roles and their dependency the NGOs have
become less critical towards the corporations’ projects and policies. Thus there
is an opportunity for the enlargement of the discrepancy between what is said to
be done and what is really happening.
In conclusion, this ethnographic approach towards the NGO-corporate
interrelations has revealed how the categories between corporations and NGOs
are blurring and how aspects of this blurring process empower businesses
through increasing their legitimacy and expanding their influence. Although
NGOs have shown to have an enriching effect on the focus and language of CSR
through their close relationships with corporations, the threat of green washing
remains because of the tendency of CSR to communicate ambitious claims
without acting accordingly.
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